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.Miguel Sananiego already is on the
way wiih S00 state troops to cccupy
the garrison, and reports come from
Fionteras that Calles and Bracamonte will leave there today for Agua
Prieta. This will place 1,000 constitutionalists in possession of the port.
Hut one woman; Mrs. Anna viatlifl,
keeper of a curio store, remained at WOMEN TESTIFY WASHINGTON
"COPS" ATTENDED PARADE
Agua Prieta over last night. There
are now hut three Mexican families
AS SPECTATORS.
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Central Government Sends Troops

AN

WITNESSES STATE THAT
Mexico City, March 12. Two thouREHAVE
COULD
MEXICO FIND THEMSELVES
sand followers of Venustiano Carran-za- ,
FASILY.
ORDER
STORED
SURROUNDED.
rebel governor of Coahuila, are
surrounded in the vicinity of
Washington, March 12. Further
Xuevo L;on, by 4,000 federal
Nogales, Ariz., March 12. Sinaloa
of the aitficuuu.es
from
statement
details
exper
to
a
a Pacific coast state to the south of troops, according
A decisive en- ienced by the marchers iu the sufwar
the
department.
Sonora, has revolted officially against
were told by women
Huerta's national government and gagement is expected within a few frage parade
men
senate investigation.
the
and
at
hours.
named a provisional governor, report- Mrs. Elizabeth A. Ballock
attached
Blazquez,
Generals
Anaya
Aubert,
ed persons arriving here today from
and Davila, in command of the federal the conduct of the special policeman.
the
state
Sonora
Hermosillo,
capital.
in the uotskirts of She described them as "rough, coarse
They also report that the warlike forces, arrived
are not men, whose attitude was facetious,
Yaqui Indians of Sonora,
through Lampasos early today. They
certain that Carranza is with his fol- and who made flippant, silly reTROOPS

IN

NORTHERN

BLUE-COAT-

S

EFFORT IS BEING MADE TO SUGGESTS
OR
NEGOTIATIONS
PUT A SALARY ACT OVER
THAT
RELIEF BE SENT
THE PLATE
FROM TCHATALJA.

Laru-paso-

Santa Fe, N. M., March 12. By the
vote of 24 to 21 the bouse today refused to make an appropriation for
the support of the mounted police
and it now seems certain that this
force will be abolished at the end of
the present appropriation period. A
bill for the immediate disbandment
of the mounted police has already
passed the senate and :s now pending in the house where it is almost
certain to pass. It is equally certain, however, that tile governor will
veto the bill, thus prolonging the life
of the mounted police until the end
of next November.
The house today disposed of the
general appropriation bill, which provides liberal support for all of the
state educational and other institutions and the salaries of 6tate and
other officers. On motion of Mr..
Rogers the bill was made to include
an item of $2,H0 for the salary ot
the governor's sal advisor. It was
this was not necpointed' out
the
act
since
essary
creating the office providep a continuous appropriation for the salary of the incumbent.
The democrats were
suspicious,
that an pt- however, aud.thfiu?!;t
tempt was being made to abolish t'ae

j

their chiefs, Jave volunteered to assist the insurgents of the border
state government in ousting all of

,

marks."

lowers.
left Mexico
A dozen troop trains
Most
this
morning.
north
the
for
City
Huerta's federal soldiers from the
of the troops went in the direction of
limits of the commonwealth.
Sonora. They included many detachMay Fly to America.
ments of the auxiliary branches of
n
Obre-gounder General
State

troops
moving in from
today began
their camp 20 miles to the south
and are expected to reach Nogales,
Sonora, early this afternoon. Further
conferences oetween Colonel Koster-litzkof the Nogales garrison, a.nd
Captain C. C. Smith, of the Fif'.h
United States cavalry border patrol,
have been without reult.
Kosterlitzky, whose 40 years of
military service in Mexico ends in
April, when he would he retired on
full pay, finds himself facing probably the most serious situation of his
military life, filled with campaigns
against the warlike Indian tribes of
Sonora. With less than 300 rural
police and raw recruits he must meet
an advance of near'y 1,000 determined state troops or flee to the
American side.
Obregon's ttate troops this i afternoon delayed their advance against
Nogales, Sonora, through an appeal
from Mexican. Consul Aguil , who is
attempting to arrange a conference
leader and
between the insurgent
Kosterlitzky. Troopers of the Fifth
cavalry are prepcreu to clear the
streets of this town on short notice.

the

sen-Ice-

Mrs. Olive H. llasbrouck and Mrs.

Randolph Forrest told of. policing a
portion of the crowd at the end of
the line themselves after vain appeals to policemen..
"We had no uifficulty then,'' said
Mr. llasbrouck. "The people were
good natured and were willing to do
what we asked.''
Mrs. Forrest told of an attack by
three National Guardsmen on a float
She said
which she accompanied.
they jumped on the float and tore
down some of the decorations. The
women of the company, she said,
were badly frightened.
Dion Miller,
Washington lawyer,
testified that of 150 policemen he
saw along the line of march, only
two or three were taking active steps
to keep the crowd back. He appealed to several officers without result.
He declared that the crowd would
have obeyed any concerted action by
the police.
Miss Ella Wambaugh of Cambridge,
Masss., aid that the policemen that
she saw were doing nothing to keep
back the crowd and seemed interested in the parade.
"A drunken man fell into our ranks
just behind me,' she said. "I do not
know what happened to him, it was
all a nightmare."
Two members of the eitinens committee on public order, Walter A.
Brown and T. Percy Meyers, insisted
that the police, so far as they could
observe, did heir full duty.
Mr. Brown aeclared the crowd was
so dense it would have been physically impossible to confine it behind
the ropes stretched along the curb.
On the list of witnesses were Mrs.
Champ Clark, wife of the speaker of
the house, and her sister, Mrs. Pit-zeThey were untune to attend today's hearing but will probably appear later.

besides a full battalion

,

of the Seventeenth infantry, a machine gun company and a battery of
artillery with heavy siege guns. An
additional force of 3,000 regular troops
is to leave this evening for Sonora
and by Saturday the government
hopes to concentrate a total of 10,000
men against the constitutionalists.

After Zapata-- Simultaneously with the departure
of this army for the north came a
heavy movement of troops in the
country hitherto overrun by followers
thus
of Zapata. The detachments
sent into the state of Morelos included
troops under Colonel Manuel Jasso
from Santiago, 500 soldiers under
300 under
from Pueblaand
General Higin Aguilar from the federal capital. The three columns will undertake combined action and the
operations are to he carried out with
the greatest energy.
Getting

Gen-Javi-

Anxiety

In

Guaymas

The euttine of i cinmunication be
tween Hermosillo, the capital of the';
state of Sonora, and the seaport of
Guaymas on the Gulf of California,!
has given rise to mitrh anxiety In
reGuaymas, according to messages
Federals Leave Agua Prieta
ceived here. Reports indicate that
Douglas, Arz March 12. General rebels numbering l.fiOO are fortified in
Ojeda and 473 federals evacuated Agua the neishboiiiood. They are said to
Prieta at 9 o'clock this morning and be in possession of four rapid fire
began an ovcr.if nd march !o vj;i No- field- guns.
100 fed-- ;
gales, where Cdonel Kosterl';ky's
Guaymas has a garrison of
rurales are
by rebels. F.acb. eral troops.
The Mexican gunboats.
man carried all the arms and ammuni-- f.,m,)i00 nnd General Guerero
are
tion possible, ar.d the remainder
stationed there as well as the Anierithe munitions was left in box oars t can armored cruiser Colorado.
Agua Prieta. The rebels suriTiniingi
j,m nas been prepared for the
the town appear to rema'n
' s me 0,iaml)er of deputies providing for the
in
distance.
vholding of a presidential election
In three divisions, riding dilapldat-- j Ju)y 'provisional President Huerta
SWEET IS CHOSEN.
ed army horses and hauling there ma - ls snld to have agreed to this date,
Washington, .March 12. Former
chine guns and a quantity of arms,
Will Fight for Arms
Edwin S. Sweet of
500 Representative
General
ammunition and supplies,
Colonel N. M. Hiefuez, with
has been chosGrand
Mich.,
75
Rapids,
weary-look-of
head
a
the
forced
march;
at
i8
Ojeda,
tate troopSi making
of comen
for
assistant
secretary
to
miles south of Naco
tug troops evacuated Agua Prieta and to a p()!nt
'
marched slowly toward the Naco ut6r0ept ojeda's federal force, w'ii h merce. His nomination is expected
perilous toflay evara,tHi ,ptm l'r1fa. The to go to the" senate tomorrow.
mountains on a supposedly
view-- j
was
move
The
left their camp 20;
trip to Nogales.
confttt,U(.ionaHts
ed by a reinforced United States pa- miles 'south of Aua Prieta at noon.
TRYING TO KEEP ORDER. .
trol. He left a guard of 30 armed The state troops declare they will se
Akron, O., Maren 12. Sheriff For-men at the garrison under Colonel cure Hie' federals' a, nis nrd have se gueon today issued an order prohib- Jesus Motra, who Immediately after leeted the point below Naco, br a; iting congregating on the streets, or
the departure applied at the Ameri-- j battle there would not endanger rest-- ' picketing of rubber factories by
can customs house for permission to!denta on tne American side.
strikers.
Th0 police and deputy
leave his arms and ammunition there
sheriff are ordered to disperse any
in case he was attacked and for nd- crowds.
General Rabago In Bad Fix
The order does not prohlb- mission to the United States of his! K1 pas0 Tex., March 12. If the it the meeting ot "the Industrial!
men.
provisional government at Mexico Workers cf the World strikers sched-Permission was granted with the City Intends to rush troops to subdue! uled for Grace park at 2 o'clock this
revision that the supplies could not Hie
uprising .In Sonora,' afternoon, but the strikers are warn-- 1
be recovered unlesa by permission of the western border state, it must be' ed that they will be immediately uis-the president of the United States. done either by landing federal forces! perstd if any riots occii1".
Three hundred idice and deputies
Ojeda will proceed to Nogales viaat g0me California gulf port or mov-- j
Naco and Cananea. At Naco 100
But the' patrolled
streets this
downtown
them from Chihuahua.
eral troops are ready to evacuate and recent declaration of Inez Salazar, ex-- ; morning and no one was permitted
join him and at Cananea 500 will also rebel general, that he will not accept to stop on the streets. The Grace
evacuate.
j Huerta aud
park meeting this afternoou is ,to be
espousing Instead the
will leave every point in north-- volutioiiary program of Emilio Vis-e- addressed
Irvine of
by Alexander
Sonora except Mosaics in the
W. O. Haywood, who was
nomez. the condition about
Chicago.
ff the fviiimltti-- l
expected here today, telegraphed that
The retlrins general look
tir.naligts.
he will not arrive until tomorro'-- .
(Continued on Page Four)
j

j

1

office.
Among the itemss on the appropriation bill as passed are. $53,000 for
the support of the University of New
Mexico; $7,400 for maintenance and
to make up a deficiency for the agfor the
ricultural college;
$22,500
school of mines at Socorro; $:!5,000
for the Roswell Military institute;
$30,000 each for the Las Vegas and
Silver City Normal schools; $8,000
Normal
for the
school at El Rito. The bill also pro- -
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cold-proo-
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As the days grow longer
and Easter draws near thoughts
f
turn from
apparel
for wintry weather to. the light,
er and brighter new things for
spring.
The spirit of springtime
stores.. You can
floods the
feel Its influence even when
you sit at home and read THK

j

j

JOHN

j

OPTIC.
Every one is talking of the
new styles and planning for
new hats, new suits and accessories, The auvertlsements are
particularly interesting. They
tell of the uewps styles, the
fabrics and colore to be the
vogue, and the many novel and
Fashion has
becoming modes
decreed for the season.
Now is the time to prepare
to take advantage of early se.
lection, to secure your complete Easter outfit in advance

of the eleventh hour rush.
Read the advertisements in
THE OPTIC closely and constantly every nigh. They will
keep you posted. They will
direct you to the most reliable
stores and enable you to
purchase yor.r springtime apparel to t,e:.' ad"antage.

CENTRAL
MADE BY.

i;

manner of its discovery and the pre
cautions he took to insure its
He said 'je had spent 23
years in research work to find a
that was not toxic and not virulent and having found it, tried it first
of all on himself.
He discarded human tubercule bar
cilll, he said, after many experiments.
because he feared the results were
too dangerous. The end of his re
search came, he asserted, wheu he
found a bacillus which originated in
a cold blooded animal the turtle
which bacillus became a virulent and
a toxic after frequent transplantation.
"When that condition was reached, '
he said, "I injected it into myself, then
into patients infected with tuberculosis, then into healthy children in tubercular surroundings. I bave found
the remedy invariably harmless."

THOUGH

TRAVELING

IN

YORKER

MAY

harm-lessnes-

NEW

MAiDE

Chicago, March 12 It is just possible that J. Pierpont Morgan may
be called as a witness in the Alaska
coal land fraud cases, which are oa
trial here before Judge Landis la the
United States district court
The possibility of the isssuanca ot
a ubpoena for the financier arose ia
court today when John E. Eallalne
of Seattle, Wash., former president
of the Alaska Central railway, Teas
questioned by Attorney Albert Fink
of counsel for Albert C. Frost, one
of the five defendants, regarding Morgan's relation to a bank which figured in the promotloa of the Alaska
Central, and his alleged control of a
railroad which competes with the
Alaska Centra
Although Morgan is now abroad,
Judge Landis offered to have a subpoena issued at once for him if the
defense believed that his testimony
would be material.
"Not at this time," replied Attorney Fink, "unless the government J
to. call Mr. Morgan."
It Is said that the dijfemlanifta.
Frost, Pierre G. Beach, Frank Watson
George I. Ball and George M. Stewart,
will base a portion of their defense
on the allegations that Frost's railroad failures were due to. the crushing power of the Morgan interests,
particularly as shown la the competition of the Morgan road la Alaska.
If this line of defense develops it is
not unlikely that the government
may desire Morgan's testimony,
Ballaine's testimony today BhowecJ
that he sold the Alaska Central railway to Frost in 1904. He said that
Frost was aided financially by the
n
Sovereign Bank of Canada, now
t, in which, he said, J. P. Morgan
owned a third interest.
The failure of the .bank followed
the failure of Frost's railway promotions. Duncan M. Stewart, originally
named as one of the defendants in
the land fraud case, but discharge
because the statute of limitations had
expired, was manager of the bank
and interested the institution's finances in behalf of Frost.
The government alleges that the
defendants attempted to defraud it
out of coal lauds valued at $10,000,000
and that It was desired to open up
these mines to obtain traffic for the
Frost road. Ballaine identified a com.
munication written by Frost In 1905
asking that secrecy be maintained
about the coal lands scheme which
he was promoting.

at-the-

4.

FRAL1

DEFENDANTS
WITH
TRYING TO STEAL LANDS
-VALUED AT $10,000,000.

ing exhibits illustrating the marvels
of modern microscopy that were dis.
opening .of
played here today
a national convention of microscop-ist- s
and micro photographers. The
convention sessions are being held at
the Academy of Sciences and will continue several days. The chief aim of
the gathering is to bring the micro-scojv- e
into more general use, particularly along the lines of protecting

4iseae.'sn

BE

CHARGES

MARVEL OF MICROSCOPY SHOWN
12. A
complete
Chicago, March
copy of the Bible written on a square
inch of glass is one of many interest-

RUiakiiMl.agaiaftL

EUROPE

TO TESTIFY.

GOVERNMENTJLAIMS

I1'1 iTJt

the way for remedies.
MRS. SCOTT SAILS.

Sydney, N. s. W March 12. Lady
Scott, wife of the late Captain Scott,
sailed for England yesterday on the
steamer Medina. The New Zealand
government proposed to ask the parliament to vote a sum towards the
maintenance of the family of Captain
Scott and also of ttiose of his companions.

WILL DEVOTE ENTIRE

de-fu-

Washington, March 12. President
Wilson was urged by Representative
Oscar Underwood, the democratic
house leader, today to postpone the
date of the extra session of congress
at least a week. As a result of Mr.
Underwood's suggestion recently, the
president had fixed upon April 1. Mr.;
Underwood advised the president that!
the ways aud means committee would
require more time in preparing the'
new tariff bills.
Inasmuch as Mr. Wilson has said
he would be guided by the counsel of
house leaders, It was regarded as
practically certain today that the new
IT WAS "SOME" FIGHT.
congress would not convene before
March 12. A street fight
Rome,
dts-WILL VETO AMNESTY.
S.
Underwood
j
Mr.
7
or
April
with
Jose
between Admiral Pasquale
fists
12.
President
Havana, March
cussed with the president the advlsthe
Iltalian minister of mathis
Cattollca,
received
morning
Gomez
Miguel
ability of including anything more,
,
recently
from Washington a cable dispatch than the tariff in his first message to rine, and Admiral
AntoItalian
from
retired
the
Lodo
navy, caused,
from the Cuban minister,
congress. It was expected that thej
him
a great sensation here today. Admiral
informing
nio Martin Rivero,
proclamation calling the new conwas
still
awaiting gress would be submitted to the cab- Gozzo, meting the minister ot marina
that the minister
on the street, went straight up to
the result of the conference between inet today.
PresiThe president's proclamation Is ex- him and boxed his cars.
Secretary of Slate Bryan and
Admiral Cattollca replied energetdent Wilson on the definition ot the pected to point out that the extra sesAmerican view of the Cuban amnesty sion la called for the purpose ot re- ically to the assault and a
fight ensued until th
law. For this reason it is improb- vising the tariff alone.
will
were separated by
combatants
send
Gomex
President
able that
No Appointments Mad
and Admiral Gozzo was arIn
a message to the Cuban congress
was
session
the
cabinet
Though
this afternoon. There is every indi- more than two hours, no statement of rested by the police.
Gozzo's grievance, it was said, TRfi- cation that President Gomez will the subjects discussed was Issued.
minister's act in placing: him mi
the
compellveto the amnesty bill, thus
The secretaries declared that no ap
retired list.
the
f.n
acceptable
to
pass
ing congress
pointments had been taken up hut that
measure.
confined
to
been
the discussion bad
M. E. CONFERENCE
the consideration of general policies,'
domestic and foreign,
AUSTRALIA'S NEW CAPITAL
Philadelphia, March 12, Tt;
It was said that Inasmuch as many hundred end
atjiii'.i.I
Sydney, Australia, March 12. The
future
of
the
stone
tho jncmljers wished to leave the Bion Ot the Phiiadflphia M. K. V.nni
capital
of
foundation
i
was wiu muaj ujr umuu city Friday, today's meeting was sub- ence was qv,-xin ih Tw.;i.-vi1 Or Australia,
ij.U;
i:v .i.-v.
Penman, governor general of the com. stituted for the regular one that day. street clinici,
Berlin,

Ready for Easter

ALASKA

THIS IS THE DEFENSE

the Bulgarians and Servian besiegTIME TO THE TARIFF
ers. A private message states th'--t
the Bulgarian troops today captured
Hertntarla, one of the. "key forts" EXTRA SESSION
OF CONGRESS
and took 400 prisoners. The Turks
WILL NOT TACKLE OTHER
resisted stubbornly.
PET LEGISLATION
Powers Hope for Peace.
12. The German
March
government today published a sharp
rebuke to certain newspapers which
are declared to have been fomenting
international trouble by provocative
disavows an at
articles. It also
tack made by the Cologne Gazette on
France as the "European mischief-maker,- "
to which a section of the
foreign press attributes an official
character. The government statement declares that the situation has
improved and there is no doubt that
the efforts of the powers toward
peace will be successful.

It's Time to Get

THE

FRIEDMANN'S

Fortress Expected to Surrender.

London, March 12. It is said in
Sofia that the Turkish fortress of
Adrianople will be entered today Dy

on Page Five)

(Continued

By

Constantinople, March 12. A de
spairing cry of "I can hold out only
a week longer,' was sent in cipher
by wireless from Shukri Pasha, the
Turkish commander of Adrianople,
to his superior officers here, according to unofficial reports this morning.
Shukri, who has held out for many
months against the hundreds of siege
guns of the Bulgarians and Servians,
is said to have informed the Porte in
his message that Adrianople is practically at the end of its supplies of
food and ammunition, while there is
much sickness, especially scurvy and
intestinal disorders, which are ravaging the ranks of the aefenders.
The commander, who has offered
such a long and gallant defense,
urges that either peace negotiations
be hastened or that an immediate
attempt to relieve the ctiy he undertaken from the Tchatalja lines.
The Turkish ministry is divided
in opinion and will have difficulty
in reaching any solution of the prob-'le'raised by the commander' of Hie
besieged fortress.
The ferment aroused by the murder of the late Nazim Pasha contin
ues to threaten internatal trouble in
Turkey. At a service neld here today in memory of Nazim the officiating Musslman priest pronounced a
malediction on his assassins and on
"those who have deceived the sultan
of Turkey, the nead of the Mussulman faith."

n

Spanish-America-

The Australian ministers also at
tended the ceremonies of Inauguration
of what is intended to be a model
capital. The city is to be built on a
site on which the only. buildings now
existing are scattered dwellings of
farmers.

FROST AND OTHERS IN
CURE HARMLESS
j
COAL LANDS CASE.
Ottawa, Out., March 12. Dr. Fried- erich F. Frledmann of Berlin discussI
ed today hefore the Oanadiaa AssociaCALL TEE FINANCIER
Tuberculo- HAY
SICK tion for the Prevention
sis his treatment for tuberculosis, the

in the town and all homes are denuded of everything of value, which has
ARE
SOLDIERS
been
brought to this side for sofety. ONE TOOK AJJAND HERSELF WILL LAST TILL NOVEMBER HIS
PK1ETA
ABANDONED
AGUA
Two merchandise stores have also
brought their goods across the line. ACTING AS AN OFFICER
SHE AT THAT TIME FUNDS WILL RUN SUPPLIES ARE RUNNING LOW
FEDERAL ARMY IS FORCED TO The loading of ammunition and guns
OUT AND IT IS LIKELY OFFIAND PATRIOTJSM IS BEIN
MA.KING
THE
SUCCEEDED
Into box cars late yesterday was for
LEAVE THAT TOWN AND HURWILL
CERS
GINNING TO WANE.
QUIT
BACK.
CROWD
GET
the purpose of disarming the Yaquis,
RY TO COVER
who were suspect eu if disloyalty, but
they would not deposit their guns and COULD HAVE CONE SOMETHING WILL
TRY
0NCE
AGAIN WANTS
PEACE
HASTENED
WHOLE BORDER IS AROUSED the scheme failed.
HUERTA

MORGAN CRUSHEL

1

BELEAGUERED

FORTRESS SENDS JO THE

THIS FORCE WHEN PASSING
APPROPRIATION

monwealth. Lady Penman christened
the new city Canberra in the presence
of great crowds from Melbourne and
Sydney.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

TWO

STRINGENT AUTOMOBILE LICENSE LAW PASSED
Santa Ke,

N. M.,

March

12

the important bills approved
governor yesterday

and which will

a

law 90 days from
journment of the legislature,
become

Among one-hal- f
by the act.

the

ad-

is the
act providing for the registration tnd
regulation of automobiles.
The bill provides a graduated annual tax on all motor vehicles used
within the state and provides penal
ties for reckless driving and driving
by intoxicated persons. The law also
prohibits the driving of motor vehicles by boys or girls under the age
of 14. Following Is the text of the
measure, wt :h is of interest not
only to motorists, but to the public
generally:
Be it enacted by the legislature of

the state

of New Mexico:

of the fee as fixed by this

Section 5. Upon the filing of an
application and the payment of the
fees herein nrovided the secretary
of state shall assign to such motor;
vehicle a distinctive number and,
without additional expense to the
issue and deliver to the ownof registration in
certificate
er a
such form as the secretary of state
may prescribe, and one number plate.
Such number plate shall be of metal
and at least five inches wide, and
not less than ten incbe" in length,
on which there shall be the initials
N. M. and the distinctive number assigned to the vehicle. Such number
shall be conspicuously displayed on
the rear of each vehicle. In the
event of loss, mutilation or destruction of any certificate or number
plate, the owner may obtain a dupli
cate from the secretary of state by
filing an affidavit showing such fact,
and the payment of a fee of one dollar. Such registration shall be renewed annually in the same manner
and on the payment of the same $ee
as for original registration, such renewal to take effect on the first day
of January of each year. The secretary of state shall adopt a different
color each year for. the number
plate.
Section G. Every person, firm, association or corporation, manufacturing or dealing in motor vehicles
may, instead of registering each vehicle, apply for a dealer's license,
which shall be in form as provided
by the secretary of state and shall
be a permit allowing the manufacturer or dealer to drive or exhibit
motor vehicles on the streets or highways. Such manufacturer or dealer
shall have attached to the rear of
each vehicle a plate or card of the
same size as the number plate, bearing the name of the person, firm or
corporation, and the word dealer.
The fee for a dealer's license shall
be $12 Pier annum. Nothing in this
to apply
section shall De con-truto a motor vehicle operated by a
manufacturer or dealer for private
use or for hire.
Section 7. The provisions of this
act, relative to registration and the
display of registration numbers, shall
not apply to a motor vehicle owned
of this state, proby a
vided such vehicle bears the number
and initials of some other state and
does not remain In this state more
than 60 days.
Section 8. No owner of a motor
vehicle who shall have obtained a
number and registration, as provided
in this act, shall be required to obtain any other certificate to use or
operate such motor vehicle on any
of the public highways of this state,
and no motor vehicle shall bear any
other number or license other than
as provided for in this act. Provided Incorporated cities, towns and vil
lages may pass ordinances providing
regulations for the operation of motor vehicles, and may require owners
residents of such cities, towns and
villages to register their state numbers In the office of the city, town
or village clerk, but such registration
fee sha'il not exceed fifty cents per

Section 1. The term "motor vehicle" as used in this act, except
where otherwise expressly provided,
shall include all vehicles propelled
by any power other than muscular
power, except "raction engines, road
rollers, fire wagons, and engines, police patrol wagons, ambulances and
such other vehicles as runu only upon
rails or tracks.
Section 2. Every owner of a motor vehicle which shall be operated
or driven upon the public highways
of this state, shall, exoept as other-Wis- e
exi.ressly herein provided, cause
to be filed, by mail or otherwise, in
the office of the secretary of state
an application for registration on a
blank to be "uinished by the secretary of state for that purpose, said
application containing a brief description of the motor vehicle to be registered, including the Dame and fac
tory number, the character and the
amount of motive power, stated in
figures of horBe power in accordance
with th rating established by the as
sociation of licensed automobile man
ufacturers, a'iso the name and ad
dress of the owner of such motor ve
hicle.
Section 3. Upon receipt of an application, for registration of a motor
vehicle, as provided in Section 2, the
secretary of state shall file such application in his office and register
such, motor vehicle with the name
and address of tue owner, together
with, the facts stated in such application, in a book or index to be kept
for the purpose, under the distinct
number assigned to such motor vehicle by the secretary of state. Such
records, books or index, shall be open
to public inspection during reasonable business hours.
;
Section 4. The following fees shall
be paid to the secretary of state upon
of
th,e registration or
a motor vehicle in accordance with
the provisions of this act:
Less than 12 horse power, $2.
Twelve horse power and less than
20 horse power, $4.
Twenty horse power and less than
30 horse power, $6.
Thirty horse power and less r.an
40 horse power, $8.
Forty horse power and less than
50 horse power, $10.
Fifty horse power or more, $12.
Such fees shall be lor annual registration, and all licenses shall exday of Decempire on the thirty-firs- t
ber of each year, provided that any
application received and registered annum.
Section
after July 1 of any year shall pay

ed

9.

Upon the sale or

trans

fer of a motor

vehicle, registered in
accordance with' tins act, the vendor
shall immedaitely give notice thereof, with the name ana residence of
the vendee, to the secretary of state.
Upon the filing of sucn statement,
and thp payment of a fee of one dollar by the vendee, the secretary of
state shall note such change of ownership upon The registration Look or
index, and the vendee shall be allowed to use such license and number until expiration.
Section 10. .wvery motor vehicle
operated or driven upon thp streets
or public highways of this state shall
be provided with adequate brakes in
good working order, anu sufficient
to control such vehicle at all times,
and a sulutable bell, horn, or other
signaling device, and shall during
hour after
the period from one-haf
hour before sunsunset to
rise display at least two lighted
lamps on the front, and one on the
rear of such vehicle. Every person
operating or driving a motor vehicle
on the pblic hignways shajl also,
when approaching an intersection or
cross road slow down to at least 15
miles per hour, and shall signal in
such manner as to give warning of
bis approach.
Section 11. A person operating or
driving a motor vehicle shall on signal by raising the hand, from a person
riding,
leading or driving a
horse or horses or other animals,
bring such motor vehicle to a stop,
and If traveling in the opposite direction remain stationary so long as
may be reasonable to allow such
person to pass, and if traveling in
the same direction use reasonable
caution in passing.
Section 12. Whenever a person
driving or operating a motor vehicle
shall me,et in a public highway any
other vehicle, such person shall turn
to the right of the center of the road
a reasonable distance so as to permit passing without Interference.
Whenever any such person operating
a motor vehicle shall overtake any
othjer vehicle, he shall pass such vehicle on the left hand side. Any person operating a motor vehicle shall,
at the intersection of public highways, keep to the right of the intersection of the centers of such highways when turning to the right and
pass to the right of such intersection
when turning to the left.
Section 13. Whoever operates a
motor vehicle while In an intoxicated condition shall be guilty of misdemeanor.
Any owner of a motor vehicle who shall permit a person under the age of 14 years to operate
such motor vehicle shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor. Any person operating a motor, vehicle who, knowing that injury has been caused to
a person due to the culpability of
the said operator or to accident,
without stopping and rendering assistance if possible and in giving his
name, residence and number to the
person injured, or oi reporting same
to the nearest police officer or judicial officer, shall bp guilty of a felony, punishable by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment for a term not exceeding
two years, or by both such fine and
Imprisonment. Any person operating a motor vehicle without a num- lf
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New Hot Porridge
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size)

Post Tavern Special is a happy blend of the field flavours
rice, and is full of the meaty nutrition of the grains-S- old
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is, undoubtedly, the most essential portion of the Easter costume-with- out
0AT1SFACTORY Millinery
will furnish that contentment and self satisfaction which is necesary to the Easter
costume.
What is Satisfactory Millinery? Millinery shaped along the newest style lines trirnmed in the most
approved fashion, combining style with quality and harmonizing with the rest of the costume.
Our Spring line of Millinery is of such size and variety as to enable you to select a perfectly satisfactory bat which will harmonize with your Easter gown and insure that last touch of completeness to
much desired by alL

ByCutlcuraSoap

Prices are exceptionally low and qualities the greatest possible
these beautiful creations and let us show you the

and Ointment

for the money.

Come in and ice

Newewt Gage Models

Treatment: On retiring, soak
the hands in hot water and
Cuticura Soap.
Dry, anoint
with Cuticura Ointment, and
wear soft bandages or old loose
gloves during the night.

Las Vedas'LoadindStoro

NET
WOOLTEX

Garments lor
Women

Onticnni Soap wai Ointment aold throughout the
world. Liberal nmple of each mailed free, with
book. Addreas "Oatlonra," Dept. 2. Boston.
faoed men ahave in comfort " with Call,
vvlefree.
oun Soap Sharing Stick, 2Da Liber

her or license as provided for in
this act, or making any false statement to secure such license, or violating any other provisions of tnis
act, for which violation no punishment has been provided, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and punished by a fine vt not less than twenty or more than one huundred dol-

NEW ENGLAND IS
LEFT OUT

IN

THE COLD
HAS

NO

REPRESENTATION

IN

THE CABINET OF PRESIDENT
WILSON

Washington, March 12. That the
six great states of the upper Mississippi valley have no place in the new
cabinet has been a subject of some
comment since the change in administration, but what seems more surprising, in the minds of the
in the capital, is the fact that
New England is without representation in Mr. Wilson's official family.
In leaving New England out in the
cold Mr. Wilson has all but established
a precedent
Only once before in
the history of the nation' has New
England been wtihout representation
in the cabinet. This was during the
administration of John Quincy Adams, (from 1825 to 1829.
During the administration of President Washington New England was
represented in the cabinet by Timothy Pickering ef Massachusetts, secretary of state; Oliver Wolcott of
Connecticut, secretary f the treas
ury, and Samel Osgood of Massachusetts, postmaster general.
Secretaries Pickering and Wolcott
continued in office under President
Adams and later Samuel Dexter ot
Massachusetts, Roger Griswold of
Connecticut and Theophilus Parsons
of Massachusetts came into the cabinet.
In Jefferson's cabinet New Engwere Henry
land's representatives
Dearborn of Massachusetts, secretary
of war; Jacob Crowninshield of Massachusetts, secretary of the navy; Gideon Granger of Connecticut, post

PR1NTZESS

Garments

hr

Women

South SidePLa

1862

lars,.
Section

14. Any person operating,
owning or controlling a motor vehicle running on, aiong or across
public roads, streets, alleys, highways or places much used for travel,
shall use the highest degree of care
that a very careful person would use
under like or similar circumstances
to prevent injury or death to persons
on or traveling over such public
roads, street, alleys, highways or
places used for travel. Any owner,
operator, or person in control of
such motor vehicle failing to use such
degree of care shall be liable for
damages to a person injured by failure of the owner, operator or person
in control of a iuojor vehicle," to use
such degree of care, and in case of
death of the injured party, then
damages may be recovered, as now
provided or may hereafter be provid-- d
by law, unless the injury or death
is caused by the negligence of the
injured or deceased person contributing thereto.
Section 15. All fees provided for
herein to be paid to the secretary
of state, less the cost of ihe administration of this act, shall le paid by
the secretary of state to the state
treasurer for the benefit of the state
highway fund, and shall be used by
the state highway commission upon
the public highways, giving preference to the most traveled routes.
Provided, motor vehicles used exclusively on mail lines, for carrying the
mails, shall not he required to have
license or number, but shall be marked in plain letters V. S. mail. Provided further that the owners or operators of such cars shall be subject
to all the other provisions of this act.
Section IS. It shall be the duty of
the secretary of state to provide application blanks for licenses, on the
back of 'Which shall he printed this
act, or such extracts therefrom as he
may deem necessary, togetlipr with
such other information, rules and reflations, in regard to the obtaining of
license and registration of numbers
as h may see fit. It shall also be
the duty of the secretary of state to
require, of sheriffs, constables and other police officers, an enforcement of
the provisions of this act.
Section 17. All licenses issued under the provisions of Chapter 28,
laws of 1912, are extended, without
further application or payment (of
any additional fee on the part of live
owners or operators of such motor
to December 31, 1913, and persons holding such licenses and numbers aqe permitted to use the same-untisuch date.
Section 18. Chapter 2S, laws of
the records obtained
1912, except
all other acts or
and
thereunder,
m conflict herewith,
acts
of
parts
are hereby repealed.
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Easy to serve for

Made by POSTUM CEREAL

it

master general, and Levi Lincoln of
Massachsetts, attorney general.
President Madison had William
Eustis of Massachusetts for secretary
of war, B. W. Crowninshield of Massachusetts, secretary of the navy, and
Gideon Granger of Connecticut, postmaster general.
John Quincy Adams af Massachusetts was secretary of state under
President Monroe and Mr. Crowninshield eontined for a short time as
secretary of the navy.
Levi Woolbury f New Hampshire
was in the cabinet of President
Jackson, serving first as secretary
of the treasry and later as secretry
of the navy.
i
Mr. Woodbury continued as secretary of the treasury through the ad- ministration of President Van Buren
and John H. Miles of Connecticut
served for p time as postmaster general.
Daniel Webster of Massachusetts
was appointed secretary of state by
President W. H. Harrison and continued into fhe administration of Tyler.
David Hensbaw of Massachusetts
also sat in the Tyler cabinet as secretary of the navy.
George Bancroft of Massachusetts
was secretary of jthe navy in Polk's
cabinet and Nathan Clifford of Maine
and Isaac Toueey of Connecticut
i were attorneys
general.
Jacob Collamer of Vermont was the
New England representative in Pres
ident Taylor's cabinet, serving as
postmaster general.
Daniel Webster returned
to the
post of secretary cf state under President Fillmore, and Samuel D. Hubbard of Connecticut "was postmaster
general.
Caleb Cushing of Massachusetts
was attorney general under President
,'

liam 1.'

of Maine, secretary
and Gideon Welles
of Conui; iit.
of the navy.
Mr. We'lt-- s loniUmnd in tne cabinet
of Prersidfin Johnson.
Grant's cabinet officers included
George S. Hoitwi! and William A.
Richardson of Massachusetts, secretaries of the treasury;
Ebenezer
Hoar of .Massachusetts, attorney general, and Marshall Newell of Connecticut, postmaster gneral.
Charles Devens of Massachusetts,
attorney genera), was the New England
representative in President
Hays' official family.
of

the treasury,

President Garfield's secretary ot
state, and President Arthur had William E. Chandler of New Hampshire
for secretary of the navy. William
C. Endicott of Massachusetts
was
secretary of war during the first
Cleveland administration.
In the McKinley cabinet John D.
Long of Massachusetts was secretary
of the navy. In the Roosevelt cabinet
Mr. Long was succeeded by William
H. Moody, also of Massachsetts, and
George von L. Meyer, also a Massachusetts man, became postmaster
general.
In the Taft cabinet Mr. Meyer became secretary of the navy, while
Frank H. Hitchcock, also hailing
from Massachusetts, succeeded him as
postmaster general
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BROMO Quinine
refund money If it
W. GROVE'S sigbox. 25c

Take LAXATIVE
Tablets. Druggists
fails to cure. E.
nature is on each

Then Pneuman.'r
Is too often the fatal sequence. La
Grippe coughs hang on, weaken the
system, and lower the vital resist-- '
Pierce.
ence. R. G. Collins, postmaster,
t,
Isaac Toucey of Connecsticut was
N. J., says: "1 was troubled
secretary of the -- avy under Presi- with a severe La Grippe cough which
dent Buchanan and Horatio King of completely exhausted me. Foley's
Maine served for a brief period as Honey and Tar Compound soon stopped the coughing spells entirely. It
postmaster general.
can't be beaf'O. G. Schaefer and
In the Lincoln cabinet were Wil Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
A Cold, La Grippe,
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ELECTRIC

YOU'VE SEEN THESE PICTURES BEFORE, BUT

cssful in practice.

lit

A finish ia obtained that surpasses that c.r.'ti;a3
in any other way, and cleanliness and
perfect product reruit The
rolls had to be stopped ar.d socl
cleaned out at intervals. The eiectr!c
rolls can be run contiifOUEly at. i
with a much greater speed, the otlt-being tripled in one case icvefcti-gateEmbossing roils tor dehigns
upon plush and other goods have proven a great success and present a'J
the advantages before mentiofieu.
The field for electric irons is very
large in corset and other large manufacturing brauches of the textile
trades. Shirt factories are large users
of hand irons, lb many as ; ' being
installed in a sincie factory. Tte
manufacture of apparel for ladies'
wear calls i'or the use of pleating,
fluting and crimping machines with
heated shaped rolls and blocks.
Electric heat has been -- ueceEfully
applied for this purpose.
The general advantages of electric
hand irons for use in laundries ara
eyen exceeded by the use of electric- rolis and blocks for ttse
upon laundry machinery- - A complete
line of such tr plications has been tri
ed out and is on the market Steam
and
apparatus has been
superseded in several modern laundries with excellent results.
Electrically heated rolls have been
successfully adrDted for finishing
fino crsLclps nf nnner. TTnt. nlatea rrft
also used for finishing samples and
small handmade sheets. Heated rolls
for waterproofing paper with pitch
and similar compound have been
introdrced
Automatic machinery used in the
paper box trades has been equipped
"lue recepwith electrica'ily-heatetacles and driers. Paper tops for
bottles are treated with paraffin
w hich is kept at the proper temperature by electric beat, and if they sra
printed before dipping the ink i3
dried bv similar means.
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FEW PEOPLE EVER GET TIRED OF DELLA CLARKE
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large numiier of tickets cave been
so'd for the play at the Duncan opjra
bouse this evening and there is evtry
evidence that every showoer will be
present. The bill is Delia Clarke's
r.w omedy, "IntrodiKe Me."' which
ii in four acts, and contains a pretty
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Tery successful and economical m I' a distinct economy over the older stand why dyspeptic trouhle of all
j construction,
he will leave for the i
though he is only 25 years old.
i
'
the arts and trades for this class : methods. Sanitarr conditions are kinds mut--t go, and why they
As an employe of the National Com - United States. It is his intention to j
usually
'
of
j
at
he
do
cars
as
of
his
a
operation. Their cleanliness, the improved and workmen benefitted by relieve sour,
ail
drove
pany
preliminary training
stomachs or
racing
part
precise control of temperature made the change.
of his duties in the testing
'he Indianapolis Motor Speedway in '
indigestion ia five minutes. Diapep-si- n
FRANK P. FOX WILL ENTER
rcent and during 1911 was a big win-- , order thoroughly to familiarize him- - SCOTTISH, MEXICAN, ECCLES1AS-sel- f possible by their use and the safety j xhe manfacture of articles for per-o-f
is harmless and tastes like caa-dstich installations are appreciated
TICAL AND OTHER REGALIA
ner in hill climbing events. He also
MACHINE IN DECORATION
with the track, before the 500-- ;
OT jomesUc use or ornament,
though each dose contains power
f
in the higher grades of wort
DAY EVENT
ARE DISPLAYED
made the world's fastest miie mile race whica he expects will be ;
composed entirely or partly of celiu- - sufficient to digest and prepare ror
i straight-awaappli-iloirecord for stock cars, the greatest contest in which he has
assimilation
the
into the blood all the
first
tome of
has attained very great
successful
j
12- J
-- ears. Heat food you eat; besides, it makes
March
-' tante within the
Scottish
to
ever taken part.
iadusof
electric
Indianapolis, Ind.,
citicss
making the mile in 4.2 seconds.
few
H'gtlssd
last
yoa
heaUcg
p:tcrrc;;
Wilcox has been entered in many j Many inquiries are coming into the costume is tie climax in costumins trial operations were made in printing is necessary in the process of manu- - go to the table wUn a healthy appeFrank P. Fox, oil operator, accessory
races on the ?acmc co&st, and on Speedway offices from manufacturers j effects is "Etneys Boys" concerts. ptibiishing and bookbinding establish- -' factr. re. and the requirements for tite; but, what will piease you most,
dealer, former racing car driver and
fie-milwho expect to enter cars in the race i and who ar soon to appear here, j ments. The proven advantages of tl e consUnt and eiact temperatures are is that you will feel that your stomone of the best known men on auto - ! Marcli 30 19J1 he won tie
at
Beach.
His
are clean and
Pablo
who are anxious to know just Each of the five boys wears the tar-- i electric method leave no doubt that all well understood on account of the ach and Intestines
.
...
and
;
mobile row, has now entered ihe rac- - .championship
'
i
at the Indianapolis Motor what the technical requirements of , Un of & dif:rent Scottish clan. One iother methods bare been surpassed
. j Tictone
.
.
fresh, and yoa will not need to resort
materials employed.
The latest of j wesrs
' Speedway have been many and he; the cars should be.
.
C;irdon
tanaa. another to quality and quantity of output and Current is used in the clothing and to laxatives or liver pills for bilious..p.
has been a holder of the Reniy Bras- - j these has been received from the j wears lne Victoria plaid, another the ; that manufacturing costs have been textile trades to a very trge extent ness or constipation.
manufactured by Mr. Fox, will line
This city will save many Diapep-si- n
sard.
i Irons
Motor Car Company of Pitt ; Ustoric old McEachlan. another the decreased
j Kline
of all kinds, shapes and sizes
up for the start of the third annual t Another well known driver who has,
i
of
The
this
cranks, as some people will call
company
Electrical heat has been applied to) have been designed to r eet the specpresident
vvaiiace taraa. and another the Hunt- -'
50'Vmile International
Sweepstakes j announced his intention of mtcrinf jours.
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that
them,
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and
heads
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these
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requirements
ins Smart.
Tace at the Indianapolis Motor ?peed- - j
this splendid stomach preparation,
g car jn the jaj-tnjs rear is Johnny i
of entering a car and that they i Besides
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SO.
I""
;tese. the little vocalists
way May
Jenkins, who says that he will make i vanted to know exactly what sreeifi-- 1
i:;s trades. In this line of work high
Finishing rolls for silk mills heat- - too, if you try a little for indigestion
Formal entry of the car in the big formal entry of a Schacht car which j cations should be adhered to. It is
and absolute cleanliness j ed electrically .ave proven very sue- - or gastritis or any other stomach mistemperature
Tace has been made with Howard h
.;
ATty
nin5se!f. This cat is ery.
mn;r rinm! b anhv '
Wi'icox nominated as the driver. The now being rebuilt
Jen-!
Get some now, this minute, and for
mobile circles that rcanv other man- according to
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The piston displacement wl be Ss9.9 have a cylinder displacement of SvS.9 their entrance blanks just as soon as j
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and old are alike affected. Foley's
Fox has the distinction of being intends to use is the same one which , to the proper standard
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EFFECTIVE
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family medicine for
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race last year, and s MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
coughs and colds, A. S. Jones, of
I ce Pharmacy,
WASTE.
J. McXamara away from Indianapolis Jenkins is positive that after it is
BILE, POISONS, GASES AND CLOGGED-UChico, Calif., says.
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
when he was arrested in connection rebuilt in accordance with his ideas i daily tasks suffering from backache.
no equal, and I recommend St as
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trary, h tpesi Jo be receiving the
largest opportiuiity that any discoverESTABLISHED U79
er could desire tor the demonstration
of his treatment It appears, moreover, that the newspapers which have
PuWtti By
hastily assumed that Dr. Friedmann
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
is being unjustly treated have missed
(Incorporated) '
an important point indeed, the Important point in the whole matter:
EDITOR What about justice to the public?
A. M. PADGETT
Would it be fair or juet to the throngs
of tuberculosis sufferers, excited by
hoie of a "sure cure," to facilitate
iheir unlimited experimentation and
exploitation by an 'unknown and perEntered at the pcstoftice at List haps dangerous
method? It would
Vegis, New Mexico, for
not; and justice to the public, while
tkrougii Uie L'uitfod Slates m&il
incompatible with justice to Dr.
&s soymd cla&g matter.
FrWmann. is, after all, the paramount
consideration: "
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GOOD STOCK IS A SITUATION GROWS

FIGHTS
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FOR TONIGHT.
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.

Freddie Hicks vs. Howard Morrow,
10 rounds at Syracuse.
K. O. Brenan vs. Jack, Dillon, 10
rounds, at Indianapolis.
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Santa Fe, .V. M., March 12. Attor- uey General rrank W. Clancy has

j

...Jb.ou.

Year
Months

put the quietus oa a report about
the state board of equalization. The
attorney general received the follow- lowing telegram which Is self explan-- ;
atory:
"Carlsbad, N. AL, March, 7, 1913.
"Frani W. Clancy, Santa Fe, N. M.
"Statement 13 made here by County
Treasurer Merchant, that the state
board of equalization has cancelled
its orders and action Ins fixing values
on full valation basis and that proceedings of boards and schedules sent
out are to be disregarded. We had
agreed to comply with action of your
of
board and have the
citizens of Eddy county. Wire answer.

WEEKLY OPTIC AMD STOCK
GROWER
tiae "Sear
Six Months
.

(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscriptions)
Remit by draft, check or money
ercer. K sent otherwise we will not
ft
responsible for ios.
Specimen copies free on
ALL

Dl SCOXTINXED AT
OF TIME
PAID FOR

PAPERS

THE EXPIRATION

"C. W. BEEMAX,

"Chairman."
To this tlie attorney general sent
Advertisers are guaranteed the
Csrysst dally and weekly circulation the fol'owf:;- reply:
"March 7, 1913.
New
In
northern
my newspaper
"C. W. Beeman, Carlsbad, N. M.
"Xo such change made and wilt not
be unless legislature should make it,
TLEPHOXE3
hfSTNCSa OFFICE
..Main 2 ia which event every county will be

KEfff rKPPTMENT ... ...Mais
WEDNESDAY.

immediately
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CHASE OF A BLOODED SIRE IS
THE FIRST THING

I

ral and other threatening circumstances In Chihuahua make it appear that
That larmers who engage in the Geiferal Rabago's force of from 2,000
dairy business should do so on a sci-r- to 3,000 federals, cannot move fir
ei tif.c iasis, endeavoring to make from the vicinity of Chihuahua Cty.
Travelers arriving here from the
t'jeir
produce the maximum
amount of good milk, is the statement west coast reported there was no feda
eral force in Sonora or Sinaloa to
of F. L. Stewart, manager of the
This institution furnish- move against H.ermosillo. The Sonora
dairyes milk and cream for the Harvey state capital is held by more than
houses from Albuquerque to a point 2,000 constitutionalists
backing
up,
many miles east of here. Mr. Stewart the stand of state officials. They have
has sent the following communication fortified the town and possess five
to The Optic:
machine guns. Americans just reMarch 11, 1913.
turned from Guaymas and points to
'
the south state that at all the Sonora
Editor of The Optic:
In the article by Mr. John Nippert gulf ports there are not more than
on the dairy cow we were much in- 200 Huerta soldiers, while' Cullacan,
terested to note that the farmers are capital of Sinaloa, and Mazatlan, the
beginning to learn that the dairy cow Pacific port in the same state, hold
is far above and much more profit- only about 300 federals each.
At Interior towns are still smaller
able than the common herd cow. Be- for
interested
and
business
the
garrisons, all of which combined could
ing jn
several years In cows we have no- not make a force, the tourists estiticed this fact. We are quite sure mate, to enter northern Sonora. Nearthat the article, as does the large ly every province of Sonora has risen
majority of tbe farmers, loses sight of to the call cf "state's rights," to oust
the one great necessity in the dairy the Huerta soldiers. Advices received
here today said rebels bad burned 16
business, and that is the sire.
'
They seem to think all there Is to railroad bridges south of Chihuahua
vire
it Is the cow, and they are satisfied City and cut all railway and
to go on for years with cows giving communication from that point south.
a small flow of milk just so they
Government Expected to Win.
pay a little better than the common
herd cow. We have a well bred
Washington, March 12. The new
that has averaged 63 pints of uprising in Sinaloa confirms the
milk every day, which means nearly views of general staff officer who
have been expecting an extension of
eight gallons..
constitutional rebellion
The moat economical thing to do the
for the farmers at this time, in my to that section of Mexico. Because
judgment, is the purchase of a pure pf apprehension on that score, it
f
the was decided to keep Rear Admiral
bred sire. The sire is
to Southerland on his flagship Colorado
time
this
at
herd. It is impossible
get good cows but one can get good on the west coast, for it is assumed
sires. The Holstein stands - at the that the insurgents will soon be
looking for a port on the Gulf of
head.
It is not advisable to use a common California to afford easy, means of
sire at the head of a herd regardless as procuring ammunition without riskto what you do with your calves. ing violation of the neutrality laws
When selecting a herd sire, it Is im- on the border.

we

'

Hol-stei- n

d

one-hal-

notified.

"F. W. CLA..CY,
"Attorney General."
The boosters cf "Aeuuilar county"
took the capitol by storm this morning. Their red badges told what they
wanted for- the word 'Aguilar"
loomed up brilliantly in gold letters.
In the party were Sim Cotley, C. C.
Lewis, Dr. A. Northwood, J. R. Aguil-or- ,
Ellis E. Jones, Edward Howe,
Henry Swain, J. D. Medina, John
Push, George Crocker, Felix Villa-reaA. W. Wiest, Vicente Mares, J.
Frank Curnss and Epimenio Marti-

So much has appeared ia the press
the alleged efforts of the
organized medical society of New
"ork to hamper Dr. Friedmann and,
if possible, pi event him from testing
Lis serum for tuberculosis, that the
following from the Journal of the
Aieuicai Association, ex-piaiiiiag tiir doctors' position, may be

STEWART SAYS THE PUR

-

.OS
--

L.

Cas-taned-

T

Month

FRIEDMANN TO SPEAK
h

Ottawa, Ont, March 12. Dr. Friedmann, famous as the discoverer of a
possible cure for tuberculosis, has accepted an Invitation to deliver an address before the Canadian Association
for the Prevention of Tuberculosis,
which began Its annual convention In
this city today. The Duke of Con- naught is also to address the conven
tion which will be In session two
days. Hon. Adam Beck is presiding.

v

OF STOCKHOLDERS'
MEETING
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Raton Mining and Milling company will be held In the company's office at 120 South First street,
Raton. N. M., at 7.30 p. m. April 10,

Las Vegas Light
& Power Co.

Secretary.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.

Kansas City, Mo., March 12. CattleReceipts 4,b00, Including 300
southerns. Market higher. Native
steers ?7.759.00;
southern steers
?6.508.2o; southern cows and heifers ?4.2o7.25; native cows and heifers $4.258.50; stackers and feeders
$6.758.40; bulls $5.257.00; calves
$G.107.00; western steers $7.00
S.75; western cows $.257.00.
Market
10,000.
Hogs Receipts
higher. Bulk of sales $S.508.70;
heavy $8.45 8,60; packers and butchers $S.508.75;
lights $S.558.75;

Main 206

pigs $7.25 7.75.
Shep Receipts 8,000. Market higher. Muttons
$5.006.75; Colorado

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

lambs $8.258.85; range wethers and
range ewes
yearlings $G.757.75;
$4.00f,50.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, March 12. Wheat declin
ed today largely as a result of the
German official report making farm

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE SIS.OO
We pnrch&sed fleveral cartoadt of this beaut ifnt dinner-warand oar
arg purchase enabled tbe manufacturer to give as an exclusive design
Dd
very low price. We are charging part of the cost to "advertising
expense." and only ask yon to pay a percentage of tbe actual coat or the
et. Jl is of a beautiful "Cosmos1' desigo and cannot be duplicated in
$14 in any retail china store.
It is guaranteed by both
aaallty for leaa than
and ourselves.
There fa a con do n in everv sack of LARABEE'8 Floor. Send ns five
in cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
MTOponstpnd
ena you one or mese oeauinui new oy ireigoc. Auoress con poos ana re
UII'LOUCO
Ml 1 HO VU1UV JLVjlririUJClJb Ul but? J..U.I MWO ClUUf JD11IB KJVUlmif
SuSchinson, Kaunas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons ia LARABEE'S Flour are also good for Rogers' flilTerwar
and other valuable premiums Ask for descriptive circular.

$
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EMPRESS, you 'know, Is that "Mighty-Good- "
GE(
MAN-LLFO Flour that makes Baking a Delight

All Dealers

J

!

which added to the troubles of the
bulls and accentuated the decline already in progress. Leading stocks
cenverted their earlier advances of 1
to 2 points into losses of half a point
or more. Union Pacific ruled a point
below yesterday's closing and Amal8
Goodrich fell over
gamated
points, the prefered stock
4 and Underwood
3.
The market closed heavy. Reports
that negotiations were on to send
$5,000,000 more gold .to Germany, ani
that Berlin was bidding nine per cenc
here for short time loans, complicated the local money
situation and
forced higher rates for, accommoda

1.

....

6,

Wool-wort-

h

tions.

Call loans touched 6 per cent,
the highest of the year. Pressure on
stocks relaxed to some extent in the
closing hour and there was a marked
diminution in the volume of business.
The general sentiment, however, continued bearish and there was little recovery from the low level.
The last sales were as follows:
68
Amalgamated Copper
111
Sugar
100
Atchison
155
Reading
99
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
148,
59
United States Steel
United States Steel, Mi
107

EASTER SUNDAY
IS

ONE WEEK from SUNDAY

J

!

j

Ha.ve your
home wired
NOW.

F. R. WILLIAMS,

32.

-

.

illuminent.

1913, for the election of directors and
such other business as may properly
come before the meeting.
M. R. WILLIAMS, President.

r.

.

Electric Light
is the ideal

NOTICE

Some rurales in Guerrero have re- reserves 167,000,000 bushels heavier
portant to select one with excellent
breeding back of him and one whose volted, according to the slate depart- than a year ago. Fine weather in
sire and dame are not only well bred, ment news today, but the movement this country counted also against the
however, was
but of splendid dairy conformation. does not appear formidable. Most of bulls. The decline,
the principal chieftains in that sec- checked by fair buying on the part of
By so doing you raise your standard
tion are surrendering to the provin- shorts. Opening prices were
lower
of heifers at least half.
to Vgt&Vi higher. May started at 89
The breeder of pure bred cattle has cial governors.
nez.
South of Mexico otherwise seems to
Milk and
(
down and
two crops to market:
of interest
89, unchanged to
Mr. Curns and Mr. Martinez arrived calves, milk at market price and calves quiet. Expert military
opinion Is fell to S9Yi. The close was nervous
One of the most useful functions of
and in,e others came this in this
net higher at 89.
country at an advanced price. that because of a concentration of with May
newspapers Is to call public attention last night
corn- of
the
The
spokesman
morning.
no such a thing as overstock- the rebellion in the northwest section
is
to Wiblic In fustics.
rWvaa!Vn1!v
There
May corn opened the same as last
k
mUtee Baid: "We are bere t0
the Huerta government wiH find it night to l8 higher at 52
to 52
however, it is proper to inquire if the
ing the market. As long as the popunew C0Untr' Agutlar by name lation of the United States Increases much easier to deal with it than in and rose to 52
for
8
.
The close was
admirable zeal displayed In this good
for May,
above last
there will be an additional demand for the case of the Madero revolution, firm at 52
..
.
.
;ue h&3 not been hastily misapplied. the
us.
was honto
to
it
give
.
vr.n ief
legislators
tt
night.
the best dairy products and in order when the whole oi Mexico
taA
Water Applications.
to meet this demand, it behooves the eycombed with revolution.
May oats, which started unchanged
Friedmann of Berlin is plaintively
The following water applications live stock owners to prepare. The
Va off at 32
to
to 32, advanced to
deto
field
a
for
fair
which
ia
asking
office of the state
American Troop Train Ready.
monstrate his treatment for tuber- were filed in tlie
dairy business is the best and greatest
Tucson, Ariz., March 12. Read
business In this land today uid the
Higher prices for hogs carried proculosis; one or two newspapers have engineer:
to
rush to Nogales, Ariz., In event visions upward. First sales were at
No. 755, from Robert Brownell, Sii- - onlv safe
for the dry
proposition
at once sprung to champion his cause
of fighting in the Mexican town op last uisht's level to 12
ver City, for Mineral creek's flow to farmer.
higher with
and are inquiring why Dr. Frierdniann
to
held unthen
in
and
a
flume
lumber
for pork;
I have been- asked several times posite, a troop train is being
May $20.70 to $20.75
cacnot be accorded fair play. Why, i carry
a
furnish power.
to $10.55 for lard and $10.65
$10.5
what I consider a good cow. I see no der steam today at Fort Huachuca,
they as"k, can he not be allowed a
few miles northeast of the border.
No. 756 from William C. McDon-- I reason
to $10.72
for ribs.
why the farmers in this counchance? Before answering this quesfrom "Bar W" trv can't breed np to a standard of
waters
the
aid
for
The
quotations were:
or
closing
well
to
out
is
whether
it
find
tion,
A Personal Fight
to irrigate 1G0
at least 40 pints of milk a day. This
Wheat,
May 89; July 89; Sepnot Dr. Friedmann has been denied draw Bear Carrizozo
acres bv direct diversion.
Eagle Pass, Tex., March 12. A tember 88.
leads to the thought the farmer
fair play In any particular. In pareninflux of refugees from Piedras
fresh
sevcows
and
Corn, May 52; July 54- - Septemkeeps no record of his
thesis, it may be remarked that, if
was caused last night by a ber
Negras
POVERTY
he
AND
would
much
CHILD
LABOR
how
asked
have
eral
54.
ill Pr. Friedmann wanted was a
personal fight in' the Mexican town.
Jacksonville, Fla., March 12. From 40 pounds one pint to the pound.
Oats, May 33; July 33; Septemchance to demonstrate his treatment,
revolua
as
was
first
at
woreported
ber 33.
Our Holstein averages 63 pints a It
he did not reed to cross the ocean; all parts of the country men and
skirmish.
to
tionary
lives
dedicated
who
a
their
half
men
seven
galhave
and
least
or
at
Pork, May $20.97; July $20.45.
day
Indeed, his action in withdrawing his
Lard, May $10.67; July $10.65;
treatment from test by his own gov- the betterment of the moral and phy- lons or 30 quarts.
If sold in town this would bring
September $10.62.
ernment accords somewhat strangely sical condition of the child worker
Ribs, May $10.82; July $10.67:
with his pose of unheeded and unjust are arriving In this city to take part- $3. If there is a dairy In town or cow
Na- in
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
the country that can go ahead of
September $10.55.
lAt that pass. in the annual conference of the
ly treated discoverer.
Child Labor committee. The that record I would like to hear of It.
Vicing on this side of the water, he tionnl
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sessions of the conference will begin
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today. More
Seven days butter fat, 30.S7 pounds. appear In London wim "wimin me was carried further
conditions, of course, if he is acting in eral toPic for discussion.
cheerful feeling in London was again
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We Are Showing the Newest Creations

In HATS. SUITS. COATS. DRESSES.
EVENING GOWNS, FOOTWEAR.
NOBBY OXFORDS

'

and Two Strap Pumps
'

For Women

r

!

Good Lasts

j

COLONIAL

DAMES

"

Newesl Styles
All Sizes

$3.00, S3.50 and $4.00
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a prominent
Beulgnd
resident of Antonchico, was a business "visitor ni Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Simpson left this
afternoon lor El Paso where Mr.
busiW. M. George 01 Chicago is a vis- Simpson .will enter the bakery
ness. Mr. Simpson has been In that
the
&t
itor in the city today, stopping
business here for the last five years
'
Plaza hotel.
and is well known.
with
W. L. Wilson, a traveling man
M. R. Williams, superintendent of
is
heer
today
headquarters at Chicago,
the
bridge and building department
visiting hi customers.
New Mexico division of the
of
the
the
in
waB
J. B.Cook of Ribera
Mr. Cook Is Santa Fe Railway, came In this afteron
business.
city today
noon from Trinidad after a short busia blacksmith at Ribera.
af- ness visit to that place.
this
returned
Airs. Ed Raynolds
Mrs. Charles Behrlnger, a former
ternoon from California where she
of Las Vegas, passed through
resident
has, been for the winter.
af- this afternoon on her way to Albuthis
returned
Green
Mrs. Alfred
where she has
ternoon from Trinidad after a short querque from Trinidad
who is
been
her
son,
Arthur,
visiting
to
that place.
business trip
the
Fred
with
Harvey eating
J. P. Archuleta of Denver was a employed
business viBltor in the city today. Mr. house system there.
W. A. Naylor aiid family of Mineral
Archuleta is a traveling man.
Hill
are visitors' in the city today
busiH. W. Marsn, a well known
Mr. Naylor says
that nothing has
in
last
came
of
man
ness
Raton,
been accomplished in the way of disvisit.
business
few
on
a
days
night
secA. A. Jones, representative for a covering the fence cutters in that
who lately caused
tion
of
the
iu
was
country
house,
Chicago advertising
the city today visiting the business the farmers so much trouble.
houses.
C. A. Van Houten of Shoemaker
left this afternoon for his home at LITERARY WORK OF
that place after having been here on
business.
VALUE IS DONATED
R. M. Mosley, well known in minin
came
at
Colo.,
uolden,
circles
ing
from Golden !ast night on a few days'
business visit.
GIVES
MRS. HARRY W. KELLY
Dr. C. S. Losey left this afternoon
PUBLIC LIBRARY "THE CAfor Santa Fe where he will be for the
THOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA"
next few days on a professional visit
at the Capital City.
Through the generosity of Mrs. HarJ. W. Bowden, representative for ry W. Kelly the Carnegie library is
the Colsen iFruit and Produce com- the possessor of the recently issued.
pany of Trinidad, is. in the city on his "Catholic Encyclopedia," an internaregular weekly visit
tional work of reference in 15 volJess Cooney, representative for the umes. Mrs. Kelly also presented the
Reynolds Tobacco company of Win- library with a Tallelege hook case In
ston Salem, N. C, is here today visit- which the encyclopedia is to be kept
ing the tobacco dealers.
The Catholic Encyclopedia is a refWilliam Frank, Jr., left this morn- erence work of great value. It; is not
ing for Los Alamos where he will exclusively a religious publication, but
spend the next few days attending deals with every subject to be found
various business interests.
in any other good reference work. It
B. F. Lautterdale of Oklahoma is in is not biased from a religious stand
te city for an indefinite period. He point, but endeavors to present every
is interested in the jstock business, in subject dealt with in its true light
which he may enter here.
The Catholic Encyclopedia was pre
Walter Hayward, cattle buyer tor
by a distinguished company of
pared
the Graaf and Hayward company, left clergy men I, and. educators. Among
this morning for the lower part of those who assisted in preparing the
the state on a buying trip.
copy were Charles G. Herberman, L.
H. J. Hughes of Tyrone, Okla., L. D.,
Edward A. Pace,
f;
came in last night and will be a D. D.j'
editor; Thomas J.
managing
visitor in the city for a few days. Shahaii, D."D.; John J. Wynne, S. J.
Mr. Hughes is a business man of Ty- Directors were Robert Appelton, Ed'
rone.
ward Eyre, Charles G. Herberman, Eu
after-nuoo-n
Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld left this
A.
John D. Crimmins,
on a gene., , Philbin,'
for Portland, Oregon,
Charles W.
Andrew J. ,Shipman,
visit with her parents, who reside Sloane,- - Thomas Ft Woodlock, Arthur
there. Mrs. Ilfeld will foe in Portland Kennedy, Conde B. Pallen, John J.
for a six weeks' stay.
Wynne, Thomas J. Shahan, Edward A.
A. H. Mannard of Scranton, Penn.,
Pacej M. E. Power.
is in the city emp'ioyed in the local
This gift of ..Mrs. Kelly will greatly
Santa Fe Railway company telegraph add to the value of the reference deoffices as a substitute. He is stoppartment of the public library. It will
ping at the Y. M. C. A.
be appreciated by every student and
W. M. Turner of Mobile, Ala., left
cler;ryman, as well as the general pubthis afternoon for that place for a lic. "Mrs. Kelly's gift is greatly apshort business visit. Mr. Turner and preciated by the board of control of
family have been visitors In the city the library.
for the past few months.
H. H. Twyford came in this afternoon from Oklahoma and will locate
here. Mr. Twyford has many Oklaho4
TOMORROW
ma friends here who are engaged in
at the Y. M. C. A.
the stock raising and farm business.

PERSONALS

editor-in-chie-

'

Mrs. O. H, Clopper and Mr3. W. H.
Extra Business Men's class 4:30
Shirley of Cherryvale came in from
that place last evening and will be o'clock.
visitors in the city for a few days.
Regular senior class 8 o'clock.
They are stopping at the El Dorado

'Tonight.

hotel.

Senior minstrel rehearsal.

II. A. Harvey, owner of the well
known Harvey summer resort, return-

ed to his ranch taday after having
been here on business yesterday. Mr.
Harvey probably will open his resort
again this year.
W. A. Cowan of San Marcial, for
the past few days a patient of the
Santa Fe hospital, left this afternoon
for home where he will 'oaf and visit
his relatives for a short time before
entering the railway service again.
Misses May Chambers, Clara Niece
and Margaret l'oquot of Cincinnati,
Ohio, were in the city yesterday
visiting Mrs. H." R Browne. These
young ladies have been in California
for the past ; few '' months and leit
last night for their home In
.

"

'

ADVERTISED, LETTER LIST.
Letters remaining uncalled for the
week ending March 8, 1913:
Miss Bess Burnside, Hanks Fogle-man- ,
Miss Pabllta Herrera, John
Kinsley, Missi Abralia Lucero, D. C.
Martin, Miss Frances McCory, Master
Adrian Parker, D. W. Sanford.
When callng, for the abov letters
please ask for advertised letters.
F. 0. BLOOD, Postmaster.
'

Katherine Grey has been engaged
for one of the leading roles In "A
Man's Friends."
Ina Claire Is to be seen in "The
Magic Film," produced
by George
Alexander In I,ondon.

I

SALARY

THE MOUNTED

(Contiuued Irom page one.)
vides an appropriation of 8,000 lor
the rebuilding of Hadle. ball, one of
the University of New Mexico buildings which burned seevral years a?o.
Provision is made in ine bill for tne
repair of the different armories
throughout the state, ?1,000 being
given to ALbuqueurque and $500 eacn
to Sauta Fe,
Las Vegas and Las
Cruces. Silver City was allowed $800.
measure that got
An important
through the nouse today was House
Bill No. 144, the measure which repeals the present tax law and enacts another. Under the terms ci
thic bill it is no longer necessary iu
bring suit for the collection of taxes,
but property may be sold without
court proceedings utter it has been
advertised for the legal length of time
Onwners whose property is sold for
taxes have three years in which to
redeem it.
The senate committee on constitutional amendments today reported
amendfavorably on the proposed
ment for the consolidation of the
educational instituvarious state
tions, also the resolution, ratifying
the amendment to the federal constitution for the direct election of United States senators.
The committee made an unfavorable
report on the resolution providing for
the initiative and the recall. No report was made on the resolution for
the submission of statewide prohibi
tion.
Senator Clark's public monies bill,
which has been before the senate
practically since the session began,
was passed today by the vote of 22 to
1, Senator Romero alone voting no.
This act provides for the safeguard
ing of public funds, which must be de
posited in qualified banks or trust
companies and the public receives the
benefit of the interest cu the deporailroads
sits. The committee on
made an unfavorable report on the
full crew bill and also recommended
fare bill be
that the house two-cekilled.
The senate committee on finance is
expected to report the Albuquerqre
fair bill this afternoon "and that it
will go through the senate Is believed
to be a fact. The senate this morning adopted a resolution of condol
ence; on the death of the mother of
Senator W.' B. Walton, who left yesterday for Altoona, Pa., to attend the
funeral. The resolutions were drafted
by a committee consisting of Senators
Holt, Mabry and McCoy.
Another effort is being made to
reach an agreement on a salary hllL
It is proposed to amend the bill twice
vetoed by the governor In such manner as to meet the desires of the
democratic members of the house It
probably will be easy to satisfy tho
democrats in the house, hut whether
the bill in its proposed form will meet
the wishes of the governor Is. another matter.
--
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CAPITAL $110,000.00

. . .OFFICEIiS. . .
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
John W. Harris, President
Cleofes Romero, Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively. Assistant Secretary

Board of Directors
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor. Clemente Padilla, Jose A.
Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder. Jose Felix Esquibel, J. E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker.

WHY A FORD

WILL MAKE PAY

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

Slmpest, handiest and easiest
to operate.

EIGHT DOLLARS

Built of Vanadium, the lightest, toughest, strongest steel

known.

CHICAGO MERCHANTS PREPARE
TO GIVE THEIR GIRL HELP A
LITTLE MORE SALARY

Largest per cent tire surface
on the ground per pound.

Greater per cent power per
12. A
March
careful
than any other.
pound
eseffects
of
the
of
probable
study
OVERLAND MODF.L 59 T
tablishing among themselves a miniexFirst and After cost-leamum wage scale for women is being
pensive.
made by the big retail merchants of
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
Given the same care will outthis city, it was learned today, folshow ynu.
last any other car.
lowing the recent session of the state
Later a formal
vice commission.
200.000 cars for l9l3 and
meeting will be held by the merchants
Las Vegas Automobile S Mccbine Co
yet supply is none too large.
to be attended by members ci the
commission. The commissioners sugWe will demonstrate even if you are
Phone Main 344.
Whalen, & Fowler Props
gested $2 a day as the proper mininot ready to buy now
bemerchants
the
but
far
thus
mum,
When Shall We Ca.ii?
lieve that $8 a week is the highest
practicable minimum wage.
S22E!3
There are two knotty problems engaging their attention the extent to
AGENT
which a higher minimum would be reLas Vegas
Fountain Square
flected in increased compensatioa for
BOX 535
the more skilled workers, and tow
many women, c- -3 'rls would be forc
ed out of employment if a minimum
Greatest number of innings without
wage law were adopted creating a
standard under which it would be scoring Minor league Fargo vs. Decheaper for the employer to hire men vils Lake (N. D.) July 18, 1891, score
De0 to 0, 25 innings. Major league
or boys.
1909,
16,
vs.
troit
Washington, July
Foley Kidney Pills will reaih your score 0 to 0, 18 innings.
individual case if you have any form
Shortest game on record Atlanta
of kidney or bladder troab'c, any
In the New York Comedy
defeated
Mobile, September 17, 1910,
uric
acid
pois
backache, rheumatism,
Success
min32
nine
in
innings
oning or irregular and painful kjaney playing full
action. They are strengthening, to utes.
nic and curative, and contain no habit
Home run record Buck Freeman,
forming drugs. O. G. Bchaefer and
Washington, 1899, 25.
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Greatest number of runs in league
This engagement will be
rheumatism games Chicago 35, Cleveland 4, July
Many sufferers from
the
Largest All StarCastof
have been surprised and delighted 24, 1882.
nromnt
relief afforded by
with the
Players Ever Seen in Las
sec
Record for circling bases, 13
applying Chamberlain's Liminent. Not
Vegas. Same cast as during
one case of rheumatism in ten re onds John Lobert, of Philadelphia
Boston and Philadelphia inquires any internal treatment what- Nationals, at Cincinnati, October 9,
ever. This liminent is for sale by 1910.
cluding P. S. Whithan, Gorall dealers. Adv.
conserecords:
don De Maine, Edward
Winning
Pitching
cutive games: John Luby, Chicago
Wm. Barbee, PauBASEBALL FACTS AND RECORDS
f
Nationals, 1890, 20; Rube Marquard,
I
line Woodbury, Harrietjt
The first baseball club was the New New York Nationals, 1912, 19; Walter
Hattie Neville,
Kingston,
York Knickerbockers In 1845.
Johnson, Washington Americans 1912,
Rosalie de Vaux.
The first match game was played 16; Joe Wood, Boston Americans,
at Hohoken, N. J., June 19, 1846.
1912, 16.
The first baseball league was formSpecial reservations will be made
Strike out records Hugh Daly, Chi
ed in New York in 1857.
for
theater parties. Seats now on sale
team was cago Nationals, 1884, 20; for a season,
The first championship
Baltimore
1884,
505;
Nationals,
Milroy,
PKICE $1.50, $1.00, 75c
New Yorkt in 1S5S.
Americans,
Philadelphia
The first salaried team was Cincin- Waddell,
1904, 343.
"Every Woman Should
nati, in 18GS.
This Play"
Greatest number of runs scored in
associaProfessional
National
The
season
Na
a
Hamilton,
Philadelphia
tion was formed in 1871.
1894, 196.
The National league was formed in tionals,
First
game in history of game
1876.
The longest distance throw of 428
George Gibson hold the record tor
at
was
played
Ionia, Mich.; August 17,
The American league (originally
and consecutive games caught. Tn 1309 he feet 91,4 inches was made by Sheldon
Reds
between
Louis
SL
the
1876,
In
was
formed
the Western leasne)
was behind the bat 140 days without Lejeune, formerly a member of tho
1894.
Name was changed to Ameri- the Cass club of Detroit. . Jim Garvin
a
Reds.
letup.
Brooklyn Nationals, at Cincinnati, Octhe
for
pitched
can league In 1900.
bastober 12, 1910.
stolen
number
of
The
in
greatest
of
victories
The greatest number
Catcher's mask Invented by F. W.
es was made by Harry Stovey of the
The greatest number of games
was
made
season
the
a
Chicago
by
Thayer of Harvard, 1876.
116 Athletics in 1898. when he pilfered 155 pitched in a seaison were 72 by
Nationals
when
captured
they
used
by
Curve pitching was first
'
'
of Providence in 1SS4.
bags.
games.
Arthur Cummlngs in 1876.
Overhand twirling was authorized
Chicago,

W.
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-- ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY

THESOCIAL EVENT OF THE SEASON
Miss Delia Clarke

INTRODUCE.ME
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no-h- it

Rad-bour-
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HONEY'S
Farewell Tour of this World Famous
Organization of

.

PULLED OFF JOBS

IN

111., May 31, 1909,' 2

ALL THE

innings; Dixon,
tine, la., 3 to 2

111.,

In

to 1 In

26

BOY ENTERTAINERS

defeated
innings, June
Musca-

26

,

25, 1909.

March 12. The report
that John Danies, alleged to have
arson
Ibeen chief of the
trust, had made r, coniesslon was
today by First Assistant
States Attorney Frank Johnston.
Danies, according to Johnston,
named 40 members of the arson ring,
including the names of several men
"higher up." Danies admitted that
he had set more than 20 fires in ChiChicago,

d

Longest major league game Philadelphia Americans defeated Boston at
Hoston,

September

1, 190G, 4 to 1 In

THEY WILL APPEAR IN THE
Ml

2t innings.
The longest game on record Brooklyn A. C. defeated East End AH Stars
at Cleveland, 0., July 4, 1907, In 30
innings, 4 to 1.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

avenue beLOST On Washington
tween Sixth and Seventh near Sevconfession is said to be even
enth street, coral pin. Return to
that recently
startling tha
conwho
726 Seventh street.
by Benjmin Fink,
complicity in 100 incendiary
An aggregate of $500,000 in FOR SALE High- rrade Rhode Isfrom the
fl for
land Red e&'-- for
i&Burance was collected
DMki i'w (WcuiiHaa to Johxision 12, Guaranty?! V. M. North rup.
cago.

The
more
made
fessed
fires.

s

'

PAPERS IN

-

PEOPLES BANK & TRUST CO.

Pittsburgh, Pa., March 12 Stockholders of the Northern Coal and Coke
company met today and ratified the
sale of the property and assets to the
newly organized Elkhorn Fuel company, with which Baltimore Interests
are identified. The Northern company owns about 70,000 of the 300,000
acres which came under the control
of the Elkhorn company.
By the
terms of the sale the Northern stock
in 18S4.
holders are to receive $1,500,000 In
First glove Hd for left han- dcash, $4,500,000 in preferred and $7,- Allison, Cincinnati Reds, 1886.
Douglas
500,000 In common stock of the Elk
national commission assumed
The
horn company.
control of the series for the world's
championship in 1905.
First series for world's champioARSON TRUST OPERATED
nshipProvidence defeated Metropolitans three .straight games, 1S94.
"ALL OVER THE L
Longest professional games Decatur defeated Wom'ngton at Bloom-ingtoOF THE UNITED STATES.

disappoint you. The double raistf makes
nothing is left to "luck." If the
doubly certain
batter is a little thin, K. C will raise it light and
feathery and it will be all the better. Jarnng the
stove or turning the pan around makes no differ
ence K C sustains Ihe raise until baked.
When there's a birthday or wedding cake
-3
to bake, or refreshments for reception ot party
i
to provide, take no chances

PUT YOUR VALUABLE

have-worke-

POLICE

BIG CITIES

When Yoa Want Something
Particulary Nice
You can always depend upon K C not to

who said at least forty warrants or
business men, public fire insurance
adjusters and actual incendiaries and
named by Daniea would he issued.
"The ramifications of the 'trust' as
described by Danles are almost be"The
yond belief," said Johnston.
in algang seemed to
most every state in the middle west
Arson was a business with them and
it is highly organized on a scientific
basis.
"Danies and Fink were the chiefs
of the fire bugs, although they did
not belong to the same gang. Both
men say they don't know each other
except by reputation.'
Danies said tha-- . on several occasions persons for hom he had set
fires defrauded him out of his share
of the insurance money.

FOR

,

FRIDAY
THIS AUSPICES
C.
Y. M.

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

rwo

SEATS

A.

ONE LITTLE P1LICC

Not

a. S&rvtgk

50c BALCONY
ON SALE AT

-

The Regular Orplieum Bill

BIG SHOWS

75c DOWNSTAIRS

14tli-

MCRPIIETS

TIIIRSIM'

Fe Concert

35c GALLERY

i

$
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of gasoline so high, touched upon the
point which is now bothering auto
owners. The price of this necessary
fluid has almost doubled in a year,
and with further increase coming
with painful frequency, the gasoline
bill is assuming very threatening
proportions, bo grave as to have given added stimulus to the search for
a process by which the cheaper kerosene can be substituted for it. The
UNIQUE
ESTABLISHMENT
unpleasWILL tire question, too, looms
BE A BLOCK AND
antly, since word comes from Akron,
ABOVE THE STREET.
Ohio, a great tire manufacturing center, that over 15,000 employes are out
Xew York, March 12. What will on a 6trike, which in certain quarundoubtedly be the most remarkable ters is said to be due to the "speedeating club in the country, if not in ing up" of prodction necessary if divithe world, Is now being organized dends are to be paid on heavily wat
here by bankers, lawyers and busi- ered stock. An. Investigation lias
ness men of the downtown district been ordered by the state senate, but
who hope to hare it in operation by there 1b no Indication (at present
next; Peptemoer.
The club which that this will bring any material comwill be primarily a midday or lunch- fort to the poor auto owner's purso
eon organization will be unique in As a matter of fact the high cost of
that it will be farther from the earth autoniobiling shows fewer bright
than any other institution of tne spots than the high cost, of living.
kind, since it will occupy the twenty-tvent- In that field there has been at least
twentv-eightand twenty-nint- some relief for the housewife. Eggs
floors of the Woohvorth buiid-ing- , have taken a marked tumble in price,
which is the tallest commercial and local stores are now advertising
structure in the world. Plans for ten pounds of sugar for 45 cents, the
this remarkable club are not yet com- lowest figure In years. Of course
pleted hut such as are decided upon eggs always go down with the apIndicate a scale of lavishness which proach ot spring out the sugar situwill make it one of the most notable ation Is Interesting as being the reclubs ever incorporated. The mem- sult, of the hone beet sugar industry
bership will probably be limited to which the trust ia striving to crush
out of existence through the removal
y
1,000 although this point is not
setUed.
The total floor space of the duty on the raw sugar which
will amount to almost an acre, and it It imports.
Other Important comis estimated that the cost of the modities have shown a downward
furnishings and equipment alone will tendency. But gasoline keeps going
exceed $200,000. In addition to the up at a rate which if it continues
usual comforts and luxuries as or- will make; it a real luxury to be as
dinarily found the new club will carefully guarded as the most expenhave a city block and a half above sive perfume.
the street level, a gymnasium, hand-tal- l New postoffice Will Be a Wonder.
Xew Yorkers and visitors to this
courts, squash courts, private dining rooms, writing and lounging town will soon have another fine
rooms, as well as a wonderful grill building of monumental
order to
room. The latter wiU be especially feast their eyes on, which when fintleoorated with scenes descriptive of ished will be the greatest of its kind
the early history of New York. The In the world. The new postoffice,
iew from the windows ot this high-e- t which has been building for the last
club will be remarkable, over- year on Eighth avenue, facing the
looking the whole island, the rivers rear end of the Pennsylvania station,
and surrounding territory for many and which has cost upward of
miles. Altogether the biggest lunch
will be finished within a few
club in the world's tallest building months, according to the expectapromises to be a novelty even for tions of the men who have been shapNew York.
ing the structure according to the
ideas of the architects
Jhe exterior
Many Depend On Charity.
of the great building has practically
As the result of a novel card inbeen completed and now an army of
dex system which. Is now being put
mechanics is giving its attention to
into use here, the startling statement
the interior of the structre. . So vast
is made that there are In this city
is the space between the four granite
no less than 400,000 individuals and
families dependent on charity. Al- walls that the hundreds of men who
are at work are lost So few are
ready 200,000 nam7s hare6een tabu- seen at
any time that doubt is cast
lated and befoie the process is comon the word of the man who says
is
it
plete
estimated that this number win be doubled, thus giving this that an army not much smaller than
that which has been upsetting things
city a dependent population greater down
in Mexico is in the building.
that the total population of any exThere
is little doubt that the archicept the 12 largest cities in the countects and the company which built
The
tabulation
of
try.
the denendent
the great granite pile will be ready
poor i3 being carried on by a new
llureau. Its central feature is the for Uncle Sam to take possession in
time to attend to the Christmas mail.
catalogue of names and addresses of In
size it will not be as great as the
all families unaer care of those
or the Grand Central
Pennsylvania
agencies which make use of it. There
but
otherwise
station,
there are few
Ss a card bearing the name and adstructures in Xew York that are as
dress of each family on which is written also the names of all the or- large. It is five stories high and
measures two blocks, or 355 feet
ganizations which are or have been
avenue and 332 feet on
1n touch with the family and which along Eighth
Thirty-firs- t
Thirty-thirand
streets.
have available knowledge concerning
From the curb to the topmost piece
it. No other information is recorded,
of
it is 101 feet. The build
it is said, save that which is neces- ing granite
is the most lightsome In the city.
sary to assure identification, as, for To
make it so the architects had to
instance, the names and ages of chil- use
dren and the ages and occupations is 200,000 square feet ct glass which
equal to five acres, or more, It is
of other members of the family. It
said, than is to be found in many of
is stated that the exchange is run our
leading skyscrapers. In the buildon a confidential plan and will be
ing there are 400,000 square feet of
condoled with scrupulous regard for
Bpace.
the personal interests and feelings working
A Ferry's Wlerd
Voyage.
not only of those families whcLe
What is probably tne strangest
names are registered but of the Indivoyage in local waters since Hudson
viduals and agencies working for
sailed up the river which now bears
their welfare. Inquiry of the exchange his name
occurred this week when a
to ascertain where information may
ferry boat In attempting to cross the
a
will
obtained
te
family
concerning
Hudson
not be followed by registration of the island of nearly circumnavigated the
Manhattan, lost herself
Tiame of that family if a contrary
for some
hours and finally
is expressed for any renson landed her
miles away
passengers
whatever.
Registration In the
from their
destination. The chief
wll'i not bring a family to the
cause for this remarkable voyage
rtlentlon of any additional society or was one of the heaviest
fogs which
five publicity of any kind to its con- the city has experrenced in some
dition or relationships.
time, and as a resuu the log of the
Millionaires Deplore Motoring Cost. wandering ferry bout N unique in
The increased cost of atomoblltng the story of local river navigation
bids fair to become as vexing, if not The boat in question left the Jersey
as general a problem for New York- City slip with tne intention of crossers, as the increased cost of living. ing the river to the island of ManJohn D. Rockefeller who is reported hattan, a voyage of perhaps six or
to have said Tvcenlly that it would be eight minutes. From thnt time all
pleasure to keep a fast power boat trace of her was lost until she was
in, Florida waters were not the cost reported as being oif Hunter's Point

,Lu

which is a part of Brooklyn on Long
Island. To reach this location she
had by some weird chance steamed
clear around the Battery and up into
the East river, waters apparently unknown to her navigators.
She was
next sighted some two hours later
just off a pier, still in the East river,
and as the fog was not quite so thick
as it had been the seven hundred
passengers were landed as soon as
possible, and the ferryboat again put
out to discover her proper destination. The skipper this time decided
to navigate by pierheads alone, and
he stuck close to them with two
men on lookout counting heads, pier
heads, all the way to Descrosses
street. Xot once aid the little island
get away from him. At noon he put
the boat cleverly into her Desbrosses
street slip scratchless and with nothing hurt except his own feelings.
Thereafter he continued to ply his
course between Jersey City and
street, the thinning out of
the fog enabling aim to see enough
to guess whither he was going.

Mil CLUB

0 OE FORMED
IN GOTHAM
ONE-HAL-

Des-bross-

h

h

EVERY STREET IN EAST LAS
VEGAS
Has Its Share of the Proof That
ney Sufferers Seek

.Always ri'iiii'iiib'T the full name.

IOok

on tvery box.

25i.

J r

thi-

-

;imiut;
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DAY.

A

RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

W. M.,

TISEMENTS

Here are her philosophical nuggets
done into five sentences:
After you become indifferent to success, you win it.
First make sure of your real vocation.

Cash

In

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

OPTIC'S

ence.

MAIN

NUMBER,

a.

PAN8FORD

Girl of general housework.
D. Raynolds, 1051 Seventh

For Rent

w

g

,

HER.

Tickets on sale March
inclusive.

23 to 26
X

For tickets and information about
.rain service apply to

.5.

Hall.

7

Viaitlw

Knights ar

cord)

invited.

Chat

ally

evening eaa)
month at W. O. W. Hall. VlsltlM
brothers cordially invited. Dr.
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thornatil
Secretary.

CHAPTER

NO. 3, ROY
Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month, at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O
Blood, Secretary.
MASONS

LOCAL TIME CARD
EAST BOUND

N. O.
Foley Kidney PiHa wm reaih xour
MAN
individual case if you have nnv form
429 GRAND AVE.
of kidney or bladder
tro.iblc,
any
backache, rheumatism, uric acid poisor
irregular and painful kidney
oning
action. They are strengthening, toChildren are much more likely to
nic and curative, and contain no habit contract the
contagious diseases
forming drutis. o. G. Schaefer and they have colds. Whooping when
cough,
Red Cross Drue Co. Adv.
diphtheria, scarlet fever and conare
diseases that are often
sumption
Many sufferers from
rheumatism contracted when the
has
a
have been surprised and delighted cold. That is why allchild
auwith the prompt relief afforded by thorities say beware of medical
colds.
For
applying Chamberlain's Limlnent. Not the quick cure of colds you will find
one case of rheumatism In ten re- nothing better than Chamberlain's
quires any internal treatment what- Cough Remedy. It can always be
ever. This limlnent Is for sale by
upon and Is pleasant and safe
all dfiiler.-Adv- ,
to take. For uale by all dealers, Adv.

CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E. No.
8. Meets first and third
Fridays No.
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonlo Temple, No.
Mrs. J. O. Rutledse.
Worthy Ma- No.
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

Wanted

PAINTING

J

Monday er
in
Castlr

ery
ning

Arrive

ALBUQUERQUE

to Albuquerque
and Return

C;

corder.

advance preferred.

liiil j

Las Vegas

LODGE
NO. . i
KNIGHT8 OF PV
.THIAS Meets

DORADO

Reg-$.SuI-

llJiiiiMif'f
61

A. F. A

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2
Liebachner, Chaa
Five cents per line each Insertion.
cellor Commandei
KNIGHTS
TEMPLAR
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
conclave sec. d Tues-- "
No ad to occupy less space than two
and Seal.
in
day
each, month at Malines. All
advsrtls mente charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. o. H. L. O.
will be booked at space actually set,
O. MOOSE-M- eets
second anl
Klnkel, B.
Chas. Tamme, Rewithout regard to number of words
fourth Thursday

Then amuse yourself with an avocation.
WANTED
Every woman should have a paying
Mrs. E.
profession and keep it simmering like street.
a soup on the back of the stove.
Happy home life depends largely on
this "soup pot" of personal independ-

bread-winnin-

It,

M.

Regular com
munication first and
third Thursday In
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in- t
vited. Wn. p. Mills.
H. 8 .Van Petten,
Secretary.

COLUMN

KJIsccltancous

From

lit

famous woman poet (I forget if it
was Mrs. Hemans or one of her contemporaries) said her greatest themes
came while she was washing dishes
in the kitchen sink, says Zoe H.
Buckley in the New York Mail.
Not to be outdone by her, a certain
busy young woman of my acquaintance
has sifted some golden nuggets of philosophy from the dust of that shadowy
region "behind the scenes" while she
rocked her baby and darned stockings
in her dressing room.
The philosophoress' name is Elsie
Baird, who, after 2. o'clock in the afternoon and 8 o'clock at night, is
"Mirza, Queen o' the Gypsies," in the
newly added spectacle at the Hippo-

nJ.

LUVUC
A.

El

Final return limit March 29

USZO THE WORLD OVCR TO CUBE A COLO

unnrmnn

BUT SHE MUST BE A MOTHER
FIRST, SAYS ELSIE BAIRD IN
AN INTERVIEW

$18.30

t

CAFl

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

EARNER

The modern woman has solve! the FOR RENT Six room house, good loproblem of being first a wife and
cation. Call 716 Seventh street.
mother and secondly a living earner.
You see by the picture that her FOR RENT Eight room stone
house,
philosophy has had a cheerful eject.
modern conveniences. Apply 920
When you see the Gypsy Queen
Gallinas.
probably you would not get the im
pression that she is domestically ij- - f
KbjN l Fapen home on Elev
clined.
But when she steps out of
enth street, good seven rom nous
her gay slik frock, takes off her hoop
three acres irrigated' lana, shade
earrings and her gruidy beads and
trees, etc., two blocks from car
crosses her own threshold she be
line. Call at Investment & Agency
comes' as she says "just a plain house
Corp.
wife and the mother of a husky young
son."
FOR RENT Four room cottage in
"There is nothing," she adds, "like
good conditicn. Inquire 109 Tenth
housemother duties on top of a hard
street.
day's work to make you a philoso'
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat,
pher.
Anne Meredith has been engaged
"Take Jewel of Thought No. 1, for
511 Ninth street
for the cast of "The Love Leash."
Instance. I wanted to retire from the
stage and be a plain home person
didn't give a pin for anything else.
Then along came fate and handed me
FOR SALE Gentle driving mare, al
out a little slice of success that
CATTLE RAISERS would have givei my eye teeth for so narness
and buggy. 716 Seventh
once on a time. Isn't that always the
street
way. Be indifferent to a thing ani
you'll win it. Bend every effort to IU mi--jne- ap,
few fresh milk
cows. J. Detterick, Phone
get it and you'll be more apt to over
Purple
0353.
balance yourself and fall flat than
succeed in your ambition.
"Every woman's real work in life,"
(jmuiiB Fine purebred sin
EL PASO, MARCH 18-2- 0
went on Elsie Baird, footlight philgle and Rose Comb Reds, Barred
osopher, "is home making, suffrag- Rocks, 10 cts, Mrs. Geo. Tudor, O age
ettes to the contrary notwithstanding. City, Kan.
It is painted on every woman's heirt.
Ana it is every man s ambition for FOR SALE OR TRADE for cattle, 2
S i Studebaker
soman.
wagon. Phono Main
"The trouble is that women should 454.
Lsvs Vegans to
not stop at homelreeping. They should
make that their vocation, and still tuu &al,1!J Baby chicks and eggs
for hatching. C. W. Wesner, phone
have a separate line of work
work.
It Is perfectly pos- Main 454.
sible.
Tickets on sale March 15,
'It Is like the soup stock pot, a r uii
bALh, Household furniture,
16 and 17, 1913.
Final limit
1203 Sixth street. Mrs.
mighty good thing to have on hand.
Fred West
March 30, 1913.
erman.
There would bo more happy homes
and contended women if every wife
For tickets and
had some paying professing outside
train schedules
her wifehood!
Is my
Motherhood
vocation," she fminshed, "and the
apply to
FOR $1.50 per acre the
stage is my avocation."
Big Four "30
n
Gas Tractor will plow
D. I.
Miss fialrd has a lot of
Certainly
your land;
Agent
any depth desired. Free harrowing.
truth on her side. Abdul Hamld, poor
Las Vegas
old soul, does not agree with her.
virgu ri. Campbell,
Mountalnair,
New Mexico.
He thinks "the western woman has
too many, liberties to remain womanly," and that she who ventures out
PETER P. MACKEL
of her home is "lost."
Ida Tarbell. on the other hand,
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
says in her newest book: "The business of being a woman is not incom4ardwood Finishing, Paper
Hanginj
patible with the free and joyous deand Glazing.
of
one's
talents."
velopment
Estlmstes Cheerfully Given.
Personally, I believe the modern wot 8lda Plsxa
old Town
man is fast solving the problem of
MAKCH 24 to 27
benlg first a wife and mother, and
second, an independent creature and
living earner either Inside or outside
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE
her home. Elsie Balrd and many othAMD
ers like her prove it. '
SIGN

Paso a.nd Return

RESTAURANT AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

Telephone Main

2...
4...
8...
10...

9:10
.11:05
. 2:05
1:45

329.

No.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO No.
102 Mees every
Monday night at No.
O. R. C. Hall, on
Douglas avenue.at No.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are

cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Baily, treasurer.

1..

3..
7..
9..

.
.

.

Depan
p. m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

p. m
a. m
p. m

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p.

n

p. ra
a. m
p. m

p. m

a.

r

p.
p.

n
n

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunfcso

Attorneys-at-LaMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
New Mexlac
Meet in the Forest of brotherly Las Vegas.
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
DENTISTS
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
Stewart, Consul ; G. Laommlo, Clerk.
Crockett Building.
visiting members are especially
Office Telephone
Main 111
welcome and cordially Invited.
House Telephone
Main IU

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first
Dentist
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Dental work of any description a
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
moderate prices.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Room 1 Center Block.
Tel. Main 13
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
East Las Vegas, Nt M.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec

retary.
KNIGHTS

OF COLUMBUS,

COUN-CI- L

Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited'. Richard
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
NO.

I. O. O.

804.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

.Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit1

ing brethren cordially invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
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drome.

Backache Kidneys weak?
Distressed with urinary ills?
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
Don't have to look far. Use what
East Las Vegas people recommended.
Every street in East Las Vegas has
its cases.
Here's one East Las Vegas woman's experience.
Let Mrs. L. J. Meyer, of 225 Railroad avenue, tell it
She says: "In 1902 a .member ot
our household gave a public statement in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
and confirmed it in January, 1907.
This person thinks as highly of Doan's
Kidney Pills now as ever. This remedy brought complete relief from kidney trouble which was shown by
pains in the back and other annoying
difficulties.
We
have procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
Block Pharmacy and have been so
greatly benefited that we can speak
highly in their praise."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
Xew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.

defl-r.itel-

T;cre is Only One

Kid-

WIFE

A

MARCH 12, 1913,

B.

P. O.

ELKS

Meet

nevnnit an1

fourth Tuesday evening of oach
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con-doSecretary.
--

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Ca
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subf.ribe&
in my presence, this 6th day of De
cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience if you
use Chamberlainls Tablets. Many

have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 .ba. Each Delivery
200 Ibt. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to . 200 Ibt., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

:

20c per
25c par
30c per
40c per
500

per

100
109
100
100
189

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aad
Lasting Qualities 01 Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLA3 AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BT?Y the particular thing is worth most

i

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST o someoas
and would never hear of
your property unless it were advertised here.
who reads the ads. in this nswspaper

Others, who read and ant tirer ads. in this newtpaper want (aad
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used
machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyeis, of all possible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best mar.
kets.

LAS V,. GAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12, 1913.

T WAY TO BOOST

iutit?
lllllG

Your business and your city is by the use of correct business stationery. Tell your
business acquaintances in all parts of the country about Las Vegas' climate, people arid
advantages by the use of envelopes and writing paper bearing views and information

regarding the community.
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Regular dance tonight at F.

Fancy Florida Grapefruit
2 For 25c
Navel Oranges

--

Eating Apples

20c
Buckwheat Season Will Sr on be OVER.
Get Supply While We Htvve It

4 lbs For 25c
H.

STEARNS. Grocer

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

ZC

V

MARCH 12, 1913.

VAUDEVILLE SHOWS

PARISIAN
DRY GLEANERS

B. hall.

Adv.

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

'

til classes of Dry

Clean-to- g

in Ladies' and Men's goods,

6:51

IS FURNISHED

PUBLIC

525 SIXTH STREET
We do

A GOLDEN

ARE MIGHTY GOOD

Kg?

Blue Points, oysters in the shell at
Charles Rosenthal.

Pure White Comb Honey

J.
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LENT ENTERTAINMENT
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Kid Gloves, Lace, etc.
HATS CLEANED
AND BLOCKED

! OPPORTUNITY

miiirtlif

EXCELBY

We are placing orders wich Eastern

furniture

factories for a large car Shipment for Spring, to
arrive soon.

s
and
Although
....
i
disagreeable weather have hindered
You can get that particular
piece or kind of
the attendance at the Orpheum cir
Try a dram of Qld Taylor
furniture to come in this car at a
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
We Call and Deliver
cuit and vaudeville for the last two
great saving to
were
evenines. the entertainments
you. ,
Don't forget St Patrick's dance at
none the worse for the small audien
PHONE MAIN 35
Any furniture ordered to come in this car is sold
F. B. Hall Monday the 17th. Adv.
ces. The three different stunts that
were pulled off Monday night and last
"on a very close basis, and with the
low freight
Mrs. M. F. Schmidt is indisposed to.
evening show that this circuit employs
can save 25 per cent.
rate,
you
This morning at 10:30 o'clock Mrs. only the best of entertainers. Ray
day on account of an attack of the
Nazario Romero, wife or a prominent mond, the novelty acrobatic Juggler,
grip.
Let Us Have Your Orders
Early
merchant of Las Vegas, died at the demonstrated his ability to good ad
The city council will meet tonight Romero residence. Mrs. Romero had vantage, handling five Indian clubs at
in the council chambers. All mem been ill only a short time and the one time and also making seven balls
news of her death Is a surprise to chase each other In the air at a wonbers are requested to be present
her many friends. The funeral ar- derful speed. The Tarlton and Tarl- Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged rangements have not been made as ton act and the Melrose Comedy four
in the wood. Direct from the distil- yet, but the funeral probably will be also displayed some good stunts. This
lery to you. At the L,obby, of course. held tomorrow afternoon. Mrs. Ro- show, in combination with moving
mero Is survived besides her hus- pictures, made a pleasant entertainAdv.
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
band by two brethers, both in busi- ment for the people who attended the
E.
Vice President
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds,
Miss Madeline Mills, who has been ness here.
theater.
S.
Davis, Vice PreIdent
H. Erie Hoke, Assasitant Cashier.
seriously ill, for the past few weeks,
The next program will be given
Is reported to be improving rapidly
On account of lack of a quorum last next Friday evening in the Duncan
and will soon be able to be about
night the meeting of the board of di- opera house and this is expected to
again.
rectors of the Commercial club was be the best of the season as the Roney
not held. It has been postponed until Boys will combine with the Orpheum
Mrs. Pugh, wife of Joe Jugh, brake-- tomorrow
night Without the help or attraction, thus making the program
man ot the Santa Fe, was operated on
the directors the new secretary, W. longer and more entertaining. The
this afternoon for an abscess and is H.
Stark, can do nothing. All mem Roney boys gave a performance at
reported to be doing as well as can bers are urgently requested to be Santa Fe last night and the towns
be expected.
present tomorrow night, if no other per people of that place were entirely sat
.
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M
sonal engagement interferes. Is the isfied with the boys. No doubt Las
Tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock
Commercial club ?oing back to sleep Vegans will be of the same opinion
there will be a called communicaor are the directors the only drowsy next Friday night. The Orpheum show
tion of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F.
on that evening will also be a treat,
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,oor.
members?
and A. M. Work in the E. A. and
the special feature being the educated
F. C. degrees. All members of the
horse and the Dresden Doll. The
The Y. M. C. A. has installed a new
lodge and visiting brothers are invitOur Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acaudience of the season is exed to be present.
department in the form of a library largest at the
opera house Friday
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
in which, are some of the latest works pected
night.
Train No. 10 was delayed about two by well known authors. The library
t
jr.
hours this afternoon on account of a has been growing for the past few
on
Paid
Time Deposits
derailment one mile from Sulzbacher weeks and any donation will be ap
The trucks of one of the cars on a preciated by the secretary. The de
ELKS HOLD THEIR
"drag" westbound threw the car from coration committee has also been
the tracks, thus blocking traffic. The working lately and many new pictures
smm,mmmmmmtmimmm
wrecker was sent out to clear the and relics have been added to the
mat If 'gMawrrw m SI
ELECTION
ANNUAL
in
institucollection
the
this
afternoon.
large
already
wreckage
THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
tion. Any donations in this departF. E. Brum'iy of Buxton is one ment would also be much appreciated.
whose trusty rifle Is a source of rev- The phonograph and pool table have WILLIAM J. MILLS IS CHOSEN AS
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN
McELROY
EXALTED RULER;
enue.
The other day Mr. Brumley been working ovetime this week and
GRAND LODGE DELEGATE
went hunting. He succeeded in kill- the secretary says things are booming two coyotes, eleven wild cats and ing in "the place built to make men,
At its meeting last night Las Vegas
one lobo wolf. When he got home not money."
lodge No. 408, B. P. O. Elks, elected
with the spoils he looked like Robwho will serve
This morning Mr.
inson Crusoe.
J. L. Lorie, president of district the following officers
Brumley applied at the county court grand lodge No. 2 of the Independent during the ensuing 12 months: .exalted ruler, William J. Mills; esteemed
house for $41 as bounty on the Order of B'Nai
B'Rith, who will be
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT
knight, William H. Springer;
brutes.
leading
in Las Vegas tomorrow, will deliver
W. G.
Charles
esteemed
loyal
knight,
a lecture on the aims and objects of
esteemed lecturing knight, J.
The general meeting of the
the order, which was organized 50 Ward;
B. Ament; secretary, David W. Con
of Woman's clubs is to be held
years ago for the sole purpose of
don; treasurer, W. G. Benjamin; trusin Albuquerque on March 25 and 26.
charity.. At the present time this tee
1
for three years, Herman C. Ilfeld;
the
made
are
Arangements
by
being
district pays towards the maintenance
Ralph Gohlke; representative to
women's clubs In Las Vegas to send of the Jewish Orphan
tyler,
Asylum, Cleveto
this meeting and already land.
grand lodge meeting, Patrick D. McEl-roy- ;
delegates
O., the National Hospital for
alternate representative, Hallett
one
the
of
for
organiif
representatives
Consumptives at Denver, Colo, and the
orThe
chaplain,
zations have been chosen. Mrs. Noresquire,
Raynolds.
Hospital for Blood Diseases at Hot
man Skinner and Mrs. Frank- - H. H.
ganist and other officers will be apSprings, Ark. Jlr. Lories will deliver
Roberta of the Sorosis club will repre- his lecture at
pointed by the exalted ruler.
Temple Montefiore toA large number of the members of
sent their institution. The Civic club morrow
8
is
o'clock and it
evening at
the
met this afternoon for the purpose of
lodge attended the meeting,
earnestly hoped that every Jewish citi- which was an enthusiastic one. During
deciding who shall be its delegates. zen of Las Vegas will be present- the past lodge year the Elks have
The Federation of Woman's clubs has
moved Into their new club house and
grown to be an important factor in
The suit of Anderson vs. Rohrer have taken in a large number of new
the state and has done much good.
At
the meeting in Albuquerque was called for Hearing this morning members. It is expected the coming
before Judge David J. Leahy. Ander- year will be just as successful.
many new plans will be discussed
son alleges that S. B. Rohrer, while
to
by the delegates and it is planned
o the Anderson Mica
make the coming year the most suc- in the employ
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:
at Kibera, filed on
company
Mining
cessful in the history of woman's
which he later turned over
clubs in New Mexico. The twenty-fourt- locations
Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
over to the Topeka Mica Mining
At
annual meeting of the execuwhich, it is alleged, he
company,
Cooling and Aeratingr Apparatus.
Albutive eommitte will be held in
now controls. Attorney Cailiuger of
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
24.
AH
on
March
querque
Topeka was present to represent
Healthy Cows.
Anderson, it was stated for Robrer
A ."
Healthy People.
that his attorney was ill in Topeka
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.
and unable to he present. Ballinger
"I much prefer Steam Launinformed the court that Rohrer's atSome four years ago we adopted the name
dry service to home 'laundertorney had agreed to a hearing of
and
is
better
the case today. Judge Leahy gave
ing, the color
CORBETT SANITAR Y DAIR Y
tomorrow afterthe defense until
ihe clothes' last longer."
noon to go on with the trial of the
We did so because we believed that then as now we were
case or thow cause wJhy the trial
This is the remark we hear
conforming to the., above inain principles of modern dairyshould not proceed.
ing designed to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
every day, and It pleases ua
milk
,
and repays us for the effort we
were
we
have made to bring our
That
right was proven in the government inthe
of
ax,t year (not made public at the time) in
spection
NOTED
which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
ROUGH DRY
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or
counter-attraction-

-

J. C. JOHNSEN

m. SON

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Interest

Gross, Kelly

& Co.

Sole Agents

I

HUNTS QUALITY FRUITS"
LYE-PEELE-

"WW.!

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE

FROM

PASTEURIZED CR.EAM
ASK YOUR GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERYCo

GOAL At3DVJOOD
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

c-

The Home of the Best of Everything Eatable
;

...

Insist on "Hunts"

you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

M J. H. STEARNS

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?

h

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE ANQ.RETAIL
Phonm Main XI
-f
II, W. G O

At

High'est In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

Use The Best

Times

FHNDELL

JAMS
.....

ESUPM ILL

IN OUR MARKET

ADDRESS GRADUATES

aJnd

PRESERVES

stable.

into popularity,

affords in Cornfcd K.
always have the best the Market
liecf also in Native Beef, Pork, tyutt& Veal Etc.

vVe

C

WE BUY
Only the Best of Meats,

There is a wonderful difference ir. Vitals,

not patronizing 'our
Try using the best a while if vou are
'Chickerr, Turkeys,
VealJ
Pork,
ket. Fancy Beef, Mutton,
Fish.
Pickles All Kinds
Ducks, Fresh Fish, Smoked Fish, Salt
and Sausages.
.
,, ;
Mar-

THE

GRAAF

& HAVWARD CO. STORE

'tresh hot air drvlng
Is th
only Banltary way of
drying clothes, then we iron
the flat pieces wanh, dry and
iron the flat work.
Our

u'ft'w

TRY US ONCE

Las

Veas

Steam

Laundry
Phone Miin El

617 Douglas

Me

DR.

BOYD
ROSS
WILL
HIGH SCHOOL COM-

DAVID

"Just Like Home

GIVE
MENCEMENT ORATION.

Dr. David Ross Boyd, president of
the University of New .Mexico at
Albuquerque, has accepted an invt
tation to deliver the commencement
address to tho graduating class of
the Las Vesp.s High school. The
board of education recently decided
to ask Ur. Boyd to make the address.
This morning Rufus Mead, superintendent of the city schools, received
word from nr. Boyd that he would
be glad to nive ip address. The! ,,
r 3
commencement win occur in the

Made"
PURE FRUIT
AND SUGAR

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
:

Lb.s Vegaa

of the coming May.

South Pacific St.

FPED E. COfSETT
Prep

Phone Main

512

BOUCHER!
"iue

Lcmee Man

J

Inf-te-

part

j

The very unsanitary ytt very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling houso becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterias of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another in It some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached milk room makes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean place for milk Until it is bottled and sealed.
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EVERYBODY HEADS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

